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ABSTRACT

Pawar, Shefali N. M.S., Purdue University, August 2011. BPMN Tools – A
Comparative Analysis to Improve Interoperability. Major Professor: Jeffrey
Brewer.

The purpose of this research study was to investigate whether the interoperability
across different vendor implementations of the BPMN 2.0 standard can be
improved. The study attempted to identify significant discrepancies in the process
modeling and execution notations as supported by three BPMN modeling tools
with respect to the BPMN 2.0 specification. The three BPMN 2.0 tools included
MID Innovator for Business Analysts, Activiti BPM Platform, and Trisotech BPMN
2.0 Modeler for Visio. An evaluation framework was used to compare the
selected tools based on three classes of BPMN 2.0 objects – SIMPLE,
STANDARD, and COMPLETE. Furthermore, the study tested the ability of the
three tools to exchange process models in order to improve the interoperability
across the tools. It was observed that there are noteworthy differences between
the three tools with respect to their support for BPMN 2.0 notations and the
corresponding XML process definition formats. As a result, none of the three
tools can seamlessly exchange process models. Attempts were made through
this study to modify the XML process model definitions to enable sharing of
process models between the tools. Thus, the author identified gaps between the
tools and suggested ways for bridging the identified gaps, consequently
facilitating the exchange of process models. The research focused on enhancing
interoperability and discusses its necessity in domains such as supply chain
management (SCM), customer relationship management (CRM), enterprise
resource planning (ERP), and electronic commerce (E-commerce).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis study. The problem
statement, research question, scope, and significance of the study have been
presented. The assumptions, limitations, and delimitations of the research are
provided thereafter, in addition to the definitions of important terms used
throughout the document.

1.1. Statement of Problem
Business process modeling has gained significant popularity in the
Business Process Management (BPM) domain due to its ever-increasing use by
business analysts and executive managers for process improvement and quality
management. Various modeling notations are available that are used by vendors
of business process modeling tools. Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) is an emerging standard for graphically modeling business processes.
One of the major features of BPMN is that it can be used by both technical and
non-technical users to model processes having complex semantics (Simpson,
2004). With the advent of BPMN 2.0, an industry standard exchange format
emerged for business process models across multiple vendor implementations.
This industry standard exchange format presents opportunities for model-driven
business process automation that is becoming available in packaged application
software systems for the purpose of workflow implementation (Silver, 2009).
Although some vendors have adopted BPMN 2.0 there are others who
have not. This can be related to particular causes like the existence of other
standards to represent processes such as Petri Nets, Flowcharts, Integration
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Definition (IDEF), Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs), and Unified Modeling
Language (UML) Activity Models; and the inherent intricacy of BPMN 2.0
knowing that each building block of the specification has a connotation attached
to it. Petri Nets, Flowcharts, IDEF, EPCs, and UML Activity Models are
descriptive languages that are not designed for transforming the process models
into execution languages (Nicola, Lezoche, & Missikoff, 2007). This is also true in
case of the earlier versions of BPMN like BPMN 1.x. BPMN 2.0 incorporates
several elements to facilitate the definition of process execution semantics.
However, some of the BPMN modeling tools that have adopted the upcoming
BPMN 2.0 standard show compliance only with the process modeling notation
part of it and not in terms of expressing the process execution details (Little,
2008; Silver, 2010). This is apparent especially when the tool vendors’ focus is
on process modeling and not on process execution.
All the aforementioned factors lead to an inconsistent experience for users
of different BPMN compliant modeling tools. Such discrepancy also limits the
amount of information that can be exchanged across different process modeling
tools. This is an important concern; particularly within domains – such as supply
chain management (SCM) – that require collaboration, both within and across
organizations. “SCM is the management of a network of interconnected
businesses involved in the ultimate provision of product and service packages
required by end customers” (Harland, 1996). The supply chain involves a large
number of operations; and it is essential to share data with the business units
and organizations involved in the supply chain. As most business partners use
different tools (Wailgum, November 20, 2008), the ability to seamlessly exchange
information is restricted. The success of an organization, thus, depends upon
improving inter- and intra-organizational interoperability in order to manage endto-end business processes. Hence it becomes necessary to analyze the
differences in the process modeling and execution notations as supported by
various BPMN modeling tools. Evaluating the important differences and
suggesting solutions to bridge the gaps will facilitate exchange of process models
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and standardize the modeling experience, by enhancing interoperability in
multiple environments.

1.2. Research Question
Can the interoperability across different vendor implementations of the
BPMN 2.0 standard be improved?

1.3. Scope
Zur Muehlen (2009) writes,
…significant roadblocks still exist for effective architecture
development, adoption, integration, and federation.
Many of these roadblocks result from the lack of uniform
representation for the same semantic content. Architects use
different methodologies to develop models; these models are
represented using different modeling languages and created using
different modeling tools.
Even within a single methodology there may exist a variety of
different modeling styles, techniques, and practices for similar
content. ...
There is a need for standard formats for diagrams, standard data
formats for the exchange of these diagrams, and standard formats
for data that moves within and between the architectures that
diagrams represent. (p. vii)
It can be inferred that sharing of business process models has been a
difficult and time-consuming task for business analysts. This can be attributed to
the existence of several modeling tools, each with its own specific notation.
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Specifications like BPMN 2.0 in the business process modeling industry provide
a standard for exchanging process models across multiple vendor
implementations. Some of the modeling tools, out of the few that have adopted
BPMN 2.0, do not show compliance with all the aspects of the specification. As
mentioned in the earlier section, this leads to an inconsistent experience for
users of different BPMN compliant modeling tools.
In this thesis, the researcher has analyzed the differences in the process
modeling and execution notations as supported by some of the BPMN modeling
tools with respect to the BPMN 2.0 standard. The tools that have been evaluated
as a part of this study were selected on the basis of their availability and
popularity in terms of use. The selection was restricted to tools that support
BPMN 2.0. Research studies like those conducted by Blechar (2008) and Recker
(2008) provide a list of the top tools. Blechar (2008) classifies the tools by
considering their ability to execute and completeness of vision. On the other
hand, Recker (2008) lists the tools that are most popular. Although it was
desirable to select the topmost tools, most of them like the ones provided by
International Business Machines (IBM) Corporation and System Analysis and
Program Development (SAP) Corporation are not freely available. Hence such
tools were not considered for this research study, unless otherwise available
under educational licenses. To balance the trade-off between popularity and
availability of the tools, most popular freely available tools were considered for
selection.
Professor J. L. Whitten of Purdue University says that this problem is
certainly exasperated; he claims:
…many business analysts draw their models “in the field” using
general purpose drawing applications such as Visio, ConceptDraw,
and OmniGraffle. This is being driven by cost, availability, and
convenience. I expect this trend to continue, and thus increase the
need to be able to share business process models initiated using
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these simpler drawing languages and the more sophisticated tools
that intend to generate executable code.
As evidence of the above I offer personal observations. Beginning
with Visio 2010, Microsoft offered a Premier Edition that
incorporates BPMN 2.0 as part of the product. Also, a BPMN 2.0
template just recently became available in the on-line template
center for ConceptDraw … Finally, I note the availability of BPMN
templates in Graffletopia, a web repository available to users of the
diagramming tool, OmniGraffle (personal communication, February
16, 2011).
The following are the tools that have been used for this research work:
·

MID Innovator for Business Analysts

·

Activiti BPM Platform

·

Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio

Some other tools that were under consideration for use include itpcommerce Process Modeler for Microsoft Visio, BizAgi Process Modeler,
WebRatio BPM, and IBM’s proprietary WebSphere Lombardi Edition v7.2.
However these tools did not meet the researcher’s inclusion criterion that is
support for BPMN 2.0 – the latest version of BPMN; hence they were not used
for this research study.
The study aids the examination of the following:
·

Ambiguities in the conformance of the tools to BPMN 2.0

·

Impact of supporting only a subset of the specification as opposed
to all the notations and symbols

·

Need for portable implementations of process models

·

Degree of compatibility between the tools
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1.4. Significance
The study evaluates the previously mentioned BPMN 2.0 compliant tools
with an attempt to improve interoperability among them. Analyzing the
differences between the listed implementations of BPMN with respect to their
support for BPMN 2.0 helped in determining whether the modeling experience of
Information Technology (IT) users of BPMN 2.0 can be shared across vendor
implementations. In some cases, bridging the gaps facilitated exchange of
process models, without any loss of information, by enhancing interoperability in
multiple environments. This is significant in the areas that require collaboration
such as the supply chain management (SCM) system as mentioned earlier; and
other systems like customer relationship management (CRM) or enterprise
resource planning (ERP). Lack of interoperability, in such domains, makes it
difficult to integrate the packaged applications like ERP, SCM, and CRM with
other external units (Phifer, 2000). In some cases, the different portions of
software within the packaged applications are themselves difficult to integrate
due to interoperability issues (Wailgum, November 20, 2008).
Goepel and Kruczynski (2009) explain a similar situation to signify
interoperability as follows,
In companies, the historically developed IT systems are mostly
application islands. They always produce good results if the
system’s requirements and surroundings are not changed and as
long as a system interface is not needed. With the ever increasing
dynamic and globalization of the market, however, these IT islands
are certain to collapse. Interoperability (IO) is the bid of the hour,
assuming the integration of users, data, applications and
processes. (p. 31)
Furthermore, the importance of supply chain interoperability is elevated by
the fact that inadequate interoperability results in greater time to market for
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products, in addition to higher costs (Brunnermeier & Martin, 2002). The authors
in their paper, Interoperability costs in the US automotive supply chain, claim that
“…imperfect interoperability costs the US automotive industry about $1 billion per
year and delays the introduction of new models by at least two months” (p. 71).
Talking about interoperability in the aforementioned domains of SCM,
CRM, and ERP; Professor J. L. Whitten mentioned,
It is noteworthy that some products in these classes have
incorporated workflow engines to automate business processes. In
most cases, the workflow engines have been based on proprietary
workflow languages that are candidates for replacement by engines
that execute BPMN. In fact, I know for a fact that SAP (an ERP
vendor) contributed to the BPMN 2.0 specification with the intent of
incorporating executable BPMN in their workflow engine. This could
be greatly enhanced or inhibited by the ability to accept executable
BPMN models from the various modeling tools on the market
(personal communication, February 16, 2011).
The Workflow Management Coalition (2011) analyzed the need for
interoperability from the customers’ point of view. It claims that if majority of the
business processes are changing frequently, then a lot of the customer’s time is
wasted in transferring the process model definitions from one tool to the other.
“Process interchange is important to customers who invest a tremendous value
in their process diagrams and do not want to be locked into a single vendor”
(Workflow Management Coalition, 2011, p. 1).
Thus, it can be said that, improving interoperability is the need of the hour
to ease the process of integration and sharing of models across several domains.
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1.5. Assumptions
The assumptions of the research study were as follows:
·

The set of comparison classes (containing BPMN 2.0 objects) that
was used for evaluation represents all the commonly used BPMN
2.0 process modeling semantics.

1.6. Limitations
The limitations of the research study were as follows:
·

Due to time and financial constraints only open source or freely
available tools were considered for selection, unless the
commercial tools were available under educational licenses.
Otherwise the commercial tools were studied by reviewing the
literature using sources such as case studies, customer reviews,
surveys, reports, and white papers.

·

The BPMN 2.0 objects that make the comparison classes, are the
visual diagrammatic notations specified by BPMN 2.0 to support
modeling and execution of business processes. The executable
serialization format files of the process models were not used for
comparison.

·

As the set of comparison classes was selected such that it
represented all the commonly used BPMN 2.0 constructs, it may
not have provided a comprehensive evaluation.

·

The test business process models, corresponding to the
comparison classes that were used for evaluation, were adopted
from previously conducted research studies. Existing businesses
were not surveyed or interviewed to obtain the test process models
for evaluation purposes.
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·

The BPMN 2.0 objects that form the comparison class –
COMPLETE, were not included in any test process model. They
were modeled as independent elements; because incorporating the
entire class (containing all types of flow objects, connectors,
artifacts, and swim-lanes) in a single diagram would have affected
the test process model’s simplicity and clarity.

1.7. Delimitations
It is understood that supporting the entire BPMN 2.0 specification may not
be required in the case of some of the tools. So, although the tools were
evaluated with respect to the BPMN 2.0 specification, the evaluation was relative
and the research aimed towards finding the degree of compatibility between the
tools.

1.8. Definitions
Activiti BPM Platform – a simple, lightweight, and open-source BPM platform
(OMG, 2010).
BizAgi Process Modeler – a freely available BPMN compliant modeling tool
(OMG, 2010).
Business process – sequence of associated activities carried out collectively to
generate a definite outcome (WebFinance, Inc., 2011).
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) – an
official language for specifying business processes and business
interaction procedures, thereby allowing the Web Services interaction
model to support business transactions (IBM, 2007).
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Business Process Management (BPM) – an organized way to improving the
flexibility and efficiency of a company’s business process (TechTarget,
2011).
BPM Suite (BPMS) – a collection of tools for modeling, evaluating, and managing
business processes; that might cross organizational boundaries (BizAgi,
October 18, 2010).
Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) – a meta-language for
representing business processes (Barry & Associates, 2011).
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) – a specification for pictorial
representation of business process activities (PTCorp, 2009).
Business-to-business (B2B) – trading between businesses (WebFinance, Inc.,
2011).
ConceptDraw – a set that includes visualization products as well as document
sharing tools (Computer Systems Odessa Corporation, 2011).
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) – an approach facilitated by
information technology that deals with recognizing, comprehending,
managing, and preserving relationships with the customers (WebFinance,
Inc., 2011).
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) – an effort towards combining independent
business units across an organization into a single system, that caters to
the individual requirements of all the business units. (Wailgum, April 17,
2008).
Event Driven Process Chain (EPC) – EPC depicts the sequential relationship of
business procedures and activities (SAP, 2007).
Extensible Markup Language (XML) – a meta-language for representing
business data (Barry & Associates, 2011).
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Graffletopia – a stencil library for OmniGraffle (Graffletopia, 2011).
Information System (IS) – a unified collection of elements for managing
information (Zwass, 2011).
Integration Definition (IDEF) – a set of modeling techniques to illustrate business
functions (TechTarget, 2002).
Itp-commerce Process Modeler for Microsoft Visio – an add-on for Microsoft Visio
in order to make it BPMN compliant (Recker, 2008).
MID Innovator – a comprehensive tool for business analysts that unifies modeling
standards such as BPMN 2.0 and UML (OMG, 2010)
Object Management Group (OMG) – a global, open, and non-profit computer
industry association (OMG, December 8, 2010).
OmniGraffle – a diagramming tool for Mac operating system (OS) (The Omni
Group, 2011.
Petri Net (PN) – an official modeling method for the description and examination
of simultaneous, discrete-event dynamic system (Petrinets.info, 2011).
Process aware information system (PAIS) – an information system that deals
with implementing operational processes concerning people, applications,
and/or information sources based on process diagrams (Dumas, Aalst, &
Hofstede, 2005).
Service-oriented-architecture (SOA) – a group of services that communicate with
each other (Barry & Associates, Inc., 2011).
Supply Chain Management (SCM) – managing an association of interrelated
organizations that deal with providing products and services, from the
suppliers to the customers (Harland, 1996).
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Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio – a free BPMN 2.0 modeler for Visio
provided by Trisotech (OMG, 2010).
Unified Modeling Language (UML) – UML is a descriptive diagramming
technique for modeling the components of systems (IBM, 2010).
Visio – a tool developed by Microsoft for diagramming purposes (Daeja Image
Systems Ltd., 2011).
WebRatio BPM – a BPMN compliant modeling tool that enables modeling of
business processes in a simple and insightful manner (OMG, 2010).
Workflow management (WFM) – managing the flow of business artifacts from
one business unit to another (Kietzman, 2011).
Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) – an international group of people
concerned with workflows and BPM (Workflow Management Coalition,
2011).

1.9. Summary
This chapter outlined the research work by providing the problem
statement, research question, scope, significance, assumptions, limitations,
delimitations, and definitions. The next chapter provides an overview to the
literature review that led to the research towards comparing the BPMN tools.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The following literature review provides an insight into the research
conducted on business process management (BPM) tools. The focus of this
research is on Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), Business Process
Modeling Languages (BPMLs), and the existing tools for modeling business
processes. This study reviews the need for standardization in the BPM domain.
The advantages and drawbacks of having such a standard are also examined.
Current modeling tools provide different levels of support for existing modeling
standards and this has several implications that need to be addressed.

2.1. Methods
The research papers reviewed as a part of this study are articles from
international conference proceedings on BPM, and journals such as ACM. Few
of the articles are white papers on BPMN and BPMN compliant tools. Also there
are some articles from other journals and conference proceedings. Another
significant publication that has been reviewed is the Gartner group’s core
research note on the 2010 Magic Quadrant for BPM suites (BPMSs). The articles
were obtained electronically from online sources like Google scholar and Purdue
University libraries.
A total of 30 articles have been summarized in this literature survey.
Among these, there are some papers that explain the BPMN standard in detail
and discuss its origin. Some others analyze the notation using different criteria
like workflow patterns, existing evaluation models, or other proposed methods
and surveys. Few of the research studies signify the importance of
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interoperability as it relates to customer relationship management (CRM),
enterprise resource planning (ERP), and supply chain management (SCM)
systems. A couple of articles explain the implementation details of the BPM tools
and these articles were useful in understanding the degree to which the tools
support standardization. A few research papers also evaluate BPM tools for
interoperability issues and analyze BPMLs to emphasize the importance of
standardization.

2.2. BPM and BPMN
The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a Business Process
Management (BPM) standard developed in recent years for consistent graphical
modeling of business processes within an organization. White (2006) in his
tutorial, “Introduction to BPMN”, talks about the background and concepts of
BPMN. According to the tutorial, BPMN supports process representation at three
different levels. White (2006) defines the levels as, process maps that are
“simple flow charts of the activities” (p. 4); process descriptions that are “flow
charts extended with additional information, but not enough to fully define actual
performance” (p. 4); and process models that are “flow charts extended with
enough information so that the process can be analyzed, simulated, and/or
executed” (p. 4). The tutorial briefly describes the basic elements of BPMN that
include flow objects, connecting objects, swim lanes, and artifacts. Figure 2.1
summarizes the classification of the diagramming elements of BPMN.
Flow objects are the illustrative elements of BPMN and consist of different
types of events, activities, and gateways. As the tutorial explains, an event
denotes “something that occurs” as opposed to an activity that denotes
“something that is done”. Gateways are used to manage the interaction between
the flow of paths as they split and join. Connectors are used to connect the flow
objects together. Sequence flow, message flow, and association are the three
types of connecting objects. Sequence flows are used for ordering the activities
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in a process; message flows are used for sending and receiving messages
across businesses; and associations are utilized for relating information with flow

Figure 2.1. BPMN Basic Concepts: Diagram Elements (White, 2006)
objects. Swim lanes are helpful in categorizing and managing activities. The two
types of swim lanes are pools and lanes. “Pools represent Participants in an
interactive (B2B) Business Process Diagram whereas Lanes represent subpartitions for the objects within a Pool” (White, 2006, p. 34). Artifacts are used to
add extra information to the diagram in order to improve the understandability of
the model. Artifacts comprise of data objects, text annotations, and groups. Data
objects are used to show the input and output data objects for an activity; text
annotations are used to explain a process; whereas groups are used for grouping
certain activities. The tutorial thus introduces BPMN and then uses actual
business process examples to demonstrate the support provided by BPMN.
Aalst, Hofstede, and Weske (2003) discuss the origin of BPM as it relates
to the shift from data-centric to process-centric approaches that occurred in the
nineties. The authors state that during the seventies and eighties, Information
Technology (IT) emphasized on information storage and retrieval. Thus, the
focus of IT was on data rather than processes. As a result processes had to be
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designed around IT. However, according to the authors, the latest developments
in management such as increasing use of business process redesign methods
by system analysts indicate the growing trend towards following process driven
approaches. The authors imply this trend as being relevant for BPM. This paper
also provided a starting point to learn about the evolution of BPM and its roots
that lie in workflow management (WFM). The article also emphasized the need of
a formal modeling method to reduce ambiguous interpretation of the models and
to facilitate model validation by discussing some of the issues faced by the BPM
tool vendors. List and Korherr (2006) also focus on the necessity of a standard to
reduce the time required for modeling business processes and to transform the
models into executable code. The authors claim that providing a more explicit
notation will improve the flexibility of business processes. This paper emphasizes
the need of a basic set of elements, like those offered by BPMN, to enhance the
clarity of process descriptions. The requirement of a formal standard for business
process modeling is evident from these studies.
Similarly, Owen and Raj (2003) suggest the use of the emerging formal
method – BPMN. This research paper gave an in-depth introduction of BPMN
notations and terminologies that served as a source for delving into the BPMN
specification. The paper also explained the use of BPMN for modeling business
processes as well as web applications. According to the authors, BPMN builds
upon traditional development methods; and provides a common front end for
several process execution languages like the Business Process Modeling
Language (BPML) and the Business Process Execution Language For Web
Services (BPEL4WS). These are Extensible Markup Languages (XMLs)
designed for the execution of business processes. BPEL4WS developed in
collaboration by BEA (short form for the first names of the company's three
creators: Bill Coleman, Ed Scott and Alfred Chuang), IBM, Microsoft, and others
is one of the chief competing standards to BPML developed by the Business
Process Management Initiative (BPMI). The article also discussed BPMN relative
to its ease of use by business analysts as well as developers. Besides, the
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authors claim that “modeling with BPMN is essential to understanding and
communicating business processes across the enterprise” (Owen & Raj, 2003, p.
26). As rightly said by Recker, Indulska, Rosemann, and Green (2006), BPMN
has gained tremendous popularity and adoption as it aids the development of
business process models in a disciplined manner that can be shared irrespective
of the BPM tool used for modeling. The paper reveals the strong base and
foundation of BPMN – as it is a rich specification developed from revisions to
other notations like the unified modeling language (UML), and later on BPMN’s
support for executable business processes is discussed. The authors also
mention the appropriateness of BPMN for both technical and non-technical
users. Wohed, Aalst, Dumas, Hofstede, and Russell (2006) evaluated the
expressive power of BPMN using workflow patterns that are a set of control-flow,
data, and resource patterns for assessing the respective capabilities of Process
Aware Information Systems (PAISs). The results revealed that BPMN can model
control-flow patterns well, in-fact better than UML activity diagrams. Another
study by White (2004) confirms this. The study analyzed the ability of BPMN and
UML to represent basic control patterns, advanced branching and
synchronization patterns, patterns involving multiple instances, state based
patterns, and cancellation patterns. The evaluation of the two models implied that
both the notations are equally powerful.
All these studies bring to light the importance of BPMN to improve the
consistency, clarity, flexibility, and interoperability of business process models.
The need for standardization of business process modeling and execution
activities is apparent from the research conducted in the domains of customer
relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP), and
supply chain management (SCM) systems. The necessity and significance of a
standard to enhance interoperability in these domains is justified as will be
discussed in the upcoming reviews. Workflow Management Coalition (2011)
states that, “…workflow systems are required to interoperate with those of other
organizations whenever business processes are conducted across organizational
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boundaries”. Liu, Zhang, and Hu (2005) describe the need and ways to support
business to business operations and to implement cross-organization
management. The focus of this paper is towards an inter-enterprise architecture
that the authors had created while developing a SCM system for a company.
WebFinance, Inc. (2011) defines SCM as
Management of material and information flow in a supply chain to
provide the highest degree of customer satisfaction at the lowest
possible cost. SCM requires commitment of supply chain partners
to work closely to coordinate order generation, order taking, and
order fulfillment thus, creating an 'extended enterprise' spreading
far beyond the producer's location.
It can be inferred that the success of a SCM system depends on how well
the internal and external business units collaborate, given that each business unit
has its own customized software system. This is also true in case of ERP and
CRM systems that require inter- and intra-organizational coordination.
WebFinance, Inc. (2011) mentions about the role, that CRM plays, in integrating
the back and front office systems during operation. While talking about ERP,
Wailgum (April 17, 2008) says, “That is a tall order, building a single software
program that serves the needs of people in finance as well as it does the people
in human resources and in the warehouse”.
Liu, Zhang, and Hu introduce the need for interoperability as follows,
…the members are independent, constituent, and dynamic and the
business process is scattered over multiple enterprises and subject
to frequent change. However, the agility of a company’s response
to customer demand has been recognized as a critical success
factor in meeting competition.
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This implies that a cross-enterprise IS, is pressingly needed. It
should aid in implementing interoperability among independent
enterprises, smoothing the information flow between them, and
deploying business processes over multiple enterprises (Liu,
Zhang, & Hu, 2005, p. 441).
The authors also point out the drawbacks in existing tools such as lack of
model portability across business units or tool vendors. Figure 2.2 shows the
architecture of the SCM system that the authors developed. WSCM stands for
the workflow-supported inner SCM that was developed for each independent
enterprise in the supply chain. It can be seen that the integrated interface is used
for facilitating the exchange of information between several units of the supply
chain. The interface may not be required if the tools follow a standard and are
interoperable, thus allowing seamless integration of process models.

Figure 2.2. The Architecture of the Supply Chain Management System (Liu,
Zhang, & Hu, 2005). Reprinted from “A case study of an inter-enterprise
workflow-supported supply chain management system,” by J. Liu, S. Zhang, and
J. Hu, 2005, Information & Management, 42, p. 443. Copyright 2011 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission.
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Aalst (1999) in his paper, Process-oriented architectures for electronic
commerce and inter-organizational workflow, talks about the lack of attention
towards supporting inter-organizational business processes. Workflow
Management Systems (WfMSs) from different vendors have problems in
cooperation and this is a significant drawback for Electronic Commerce (Ecommerce). The reason for this being that, E-commerce comprises of processes
that span organizational boundaries and are spread across independent
business units. It is understood that E-commerce deals with maintaining these
relations between business units, that becomes difficult in the absence of
portability of process models.
Zhang, Liu, and Jiao (2008) address the issue of improving interoperabilty
between organizations in the context of an automobile SCM system. The authors
claim that organizations must enhance their capability to flawlessly cooperate
with business partners in order to survive the current competitive market
conditions. “External and internal collaborative work needs more interoperable
solutions” (p. 1). Polyak (1998) suggests an interchange format to exchange
processes thereby enhanching the interoperability of SCM systems. According to
the paper, the need for collaboration is enhanced due to the fact that different
business units along the supply chain – marketing, distribution, planning,
manufacturing, and purchasing – use independent tools; and that there exists no
alliance between them making it difficult for the tools to work together.
Brunnermeier and Martin (2002) in their paper, Interoperability costs in the US
automotive supply chain, claim that “…imperfect interoperability costs the US
automotive industry about $1 billion per year and delays the introduction of new
models by at least two months” (p. 71).
This discussion clarifies the significance and requirement of
interoperability; and it is evident that the development of a strong and
comprehensive BPMN specification was a prerequisite for improvements in the
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domain. Thus it can be said that BPMN introduced a vendor independent
exchange format for process models throughout the industry.
Although the advent of BPMN implies that models can be easily depicted
and exchanged between different tools, some studies reveal that there are a few
hindrances to achieving such a level of ease and interoperability. One of the
major reasons for this is the inherent complexity associated with the specification
(Fernandez, Palacios-Gonzalez, Garcia-Diaz, G-Bustelo, Martinez, & Lovelle,
2010; Recker et al., 2006; Recker, 2008). This leads to ambiguous compliance
by tool vendors to the specification and in turn negates the basic aim of BPMN,
that is, process model portability. These studies will be discussed in the following
section.

2.3. Available Tools and Comparisons
Reports by Recker (2008) and Blechar (2008) show the existence of
several BPMN compliant modeling tools in the market. These studies were
survey based and evaluated different tools based on popularity in terms of use
and functionality. OMG (2010) lists several vendors providing BPMN compliant
tools. The list contains 70 current BPMN implementors, four planned BPMN
implementors, and nine service providers supporting BPMN. The vendors are
listed along with a brief description of the tools that they provide. Sinur and Hill
(2010) present the 2010 Magic Quadrant for BPMS in their Gartner core research
note. Figure 2.3 displays the Magic Quadrant. This research note illustrates the
comparisons between the top 25 tool providers based on their strengths and
weaknesses. The research study evaluated more than 60 tool vendors across
the globe to create the 2010 Magic Quadrant. The quadrant offers an
assessment that is used by customers to select the appropriate tools. The
assessment is based on the four usage scenarios – “support for a continuous
process improvement program, implementation of an industry-specific or
company-specific process solution, support for a business transformation
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initiative, and support for a process-based service-oriented-architecture (SOA)
redesign” (Sinur & Hill, 2010). Tool vendors such as SAP, Intalio, and BizAgi are
depicted as visionaries; others such as Adobe, Appian, and Oracle are
represented as market leaders by Gartner in the Magic Quadrant. Tools provided
by some of these vendors will be elaborated upon in the upcoming sections.
Figure 2.3 provides a general idea of the top tool vendors with respect to their
position in the Magic Quadrant. These studies provided an overview of the
available tools and helped in filtering out the tools that were used for this
research study, serving as a basis for further analysis.

Figure 2.3. Magic Quadrant for Business Process Management Suites (Sinur &
Hill, 2010)
MID GmbH (2010) provides a data sheet for its BPMN 2.0 based tool –
Innovator for Business Analysts. Also, OMG (2010) lists MID Innovator for
Business Analysts as one of the current implementations of BPMN 2.0. In the
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data sheet, MID GmbH (2010) offered some highlights of the tool such as BPMN
2.0 for process modeling; UML for use case and business object modeling; mask
flow diagrams and textual requirements for requirements analysis; and model
mapping for IT service and system development purposes. Each of these
features was discussed in detail with pictorial illustrations. The difference
between personal, professional, and enterprise editions of Innovator was clarified
thereafter.
Activiti (n.d.) presents the Activiti BPM platform for business analysts and
developers with an aim of spreading the use of BPM. Through its web site,
Activiti (n.d.) provided an overview of the organization’s vision, mission, and
roadmap. The web page also gave a detailed summary of the components of the
Activiti BPM platform that comprise individual modules such as Activiti Engine,
Activiti Explorer, Activiti Probe, Activiti Modeler, and Activiti Cycle. Furthermore, it
offered an explanation of the integration of these components to form the
complete BPM platform. Some of the appealing features of Activiti include its
open source platform and its BPMN 2.0 based process engine.
Business Process Incubator (BPI) (2011) and OMG (2010) mention about
the freely available BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio offered by Trisotech. BPI (2011),
via its web site, provided a basis for understanding the details of the tool as well
as the tool’s support for BPMN 2.0 components such as flow objects, connecting
objects, swim lanes, artifacts, and data. It also suggested the use of the free
modeler for Visio to draw Process diagrams, Collaboration diagrams,
Choreography diagrams and Conversation diagrams as per BPMN 2.0. In
addition, the BPI web site also gave a varied collection of BPMN associated
services and resources.
Brambilla, Butti, and Fraternali (2010) introduce yet another BPM tool –
WebRatio BPM. WebRatio BPM is a tool based on eclipse that can be used for
modeling business processes and publishing them as web applications. The
article discussed background information about BPMN, Web modeling language
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(WebML), and WebRatio. The paper gave an in-depth explanation of the process
model and application model pertaining to WebRatio BPM tool. The authors also
reviewed the implementation of the tool using the described methodology.
WebRatio has been listed by OMG (2010) as being one of the BPMN compliant
modeling tools indicating interoperability in multiple environments.
Silver (2009) discusses NetWeaver BPM, a BPMN compliant modeling
tool that has also been listed by OMG (2010). The typical focus of this article is
towards the position of the German software corporation – System Analysis and
Program Development (SAP) – in the BPM domain and its BPMN compliant
modeling tool – NetWeaver BPM. The paper talks about NetWeaver BPM as
being a BPM tool that helps in managing business processes and in enhancing
the business-IT alignment and agility. This is achieved by following a modeldriven approach and by integrating BPM and business rules. The author talks
about BPM at length, followed by SAP’s BPM strategy. Then a detailed
discussion is done giving an insight into SAP’s NetWeaver BPM tool and its
usage. The article describes a way to overcome the problem of converting a
model into an executable process and vice versa. Through this white paper the
author spreads the message of using standard specifications like BPMN for both
process modeling and process execution to solve the problems associated with
lack of formal notations one of them being difficulty in round-tripping between
BPMN and an IT-centric execution language. Round-tripping, in this case, deals
with converting the graphical representation of business process diagrams into
machine-executable language and vice versa. It is significant to achieve such
round-tripping across vendor implementations in order to attain true process
model portability (Zur Muehlen, 2009).
Out of the other BPMN compliant tools in the market, itp-commerce ltd.
has developed the process modeler for Microsoft Visio. According to itpcommerce ltd. (n.d.), the process modeler is 100% BPMN compliant; it offers
features for documenting and simulating the process models, besides providing
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mappings to several process execution languages. Its ease of use and
integration within Microsoft Visio, allows the business analyst to concentrate on
modeling and definition of business processes. Thus, itp-commerce claims that
the BPMN compliant process modeler was developed for business analysts.
BizAgi (2010) introduces another easy to use modeling tool – the BizAgi
Process Modeler. It supports interoperability to some extent by allowing
exchange of process information with Visio or XML. BizAgi also states that their
process modeler enables the modification of complex, dynamic business
processes faster and with more flexibility than any other solution in the market.
BizAgi’s approach offers benefits of efficiency that are better than those offered
by the generic tools and greater adaptability than that offered by custom-made
tools. BizAgi promotes the use of BPMN by means of the process modeler, and
some of the benefits to the organization implementing it include increased agility,
and business and IT alignment. Similarly, Intalio|BPM is one more tool that
focuses on collaboration between business analysts and IT people (Intalio, Inc.,
2010). Intalio|BPM is a business process management (BPM) system developed
by Intalio for designing, deploying, and managing business processes.
Thus, it can be seen that presently there are several BPM tools available
in the market. However the question that whether process model portability has
been achieved still remains unanswered. As an effort towards standardization, a
minimum expectation from the BPM tools is that they follow a standard for
modeling as well as execution of business processes (List & Korherr, 2006).
Aalst, Hofstede, and Weske (2003) claim that current tools still impose certain
restrictions while modeling processes, which indicates absence of modeling
standards. “Even within a single standard solution problems persist. A major
issue facing interoperability standards is the inconsistent implementation of
existing specifications. Even though multiple tools may support the same
diagramming technique, they may each use proprietary extensions” (Zur
Muehlen, 2009, p. 8). While talking about interoperability, Zur Muehlen (2009)
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mentions about a test setting wherein a standard specification was used by
different tools to exchange process models. Out of the 38 possible permutations
only five worked with no errors, eight did not work at all, while the others worked
partially. Fernandez et al. (2010) mention that modeling tools do not offer full
support to BPMN although they claim to be BPMN compliant. Because most of
the tool vendors prefer to use their existing process execution languages, they
provide support only for the notations that can be possibly executed. On similar
lines, Silver (2010) says that BPMN being a massive specification, most of the
vendors tend to show compliance only with the process modeling part of the
notation and not with the process execution part of it. The author suggests the
possibility of supporting only certain aspects of the specification in the form of
comformance classes rather than the whole standard. Conformance classes are
“subsets of diagram elements (and of the XML underneath each one)” (Silver,
2010). Tool vendors could thus support only those conformance classes that are
of interest to them instead of supporting the entire BPMN specification. Muehlen,
M. (2010) has the same opinion about conformance classes as being targets for
the vendors as well as users. But again the issue concerning the lack of
interoperability remains.
Several research studies were also focussed on process model
interchange, and comparison of several BPM tools and BPMLs. Silver (2010),
suggests criteria to ensure compliance with the BPMN specification. The author
also mentions about his on-going work on process model transfer from simpler
tools like visio and itp into more complicated tools like the ones supported by
Oracle. Xinming and Haikun (2006) evaluate and discuss the pros and cons of
contemporary BPMLs by comparing them on the basis of a business scenario
and its process characteristics. Recker (2008) conducted a survey to compare
the existing BPM tools. The author presents a list of tools ranked on the basis of
popularity. The study also reveals the functionality that users expect to be
provided by a BPMN tool. In addition to all these studies, a careful inspection of
WebRatio BPM shows that although the tool supports BPMN, it is still required to
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manually annotate the BPMN process models. This should be done in order to
include all the details and to ensure a smooth transformation of the model into a
web application. Such caveats have a daunting effect on the whole purpose of
having a formal specification.

2.4. Summary
The reviewed literature helped in understanding the detailed constructs of
the BPMN specification, and its significance in the industry. An overview of the
existing BPM tools was obtained through this survey. Also, a couple of BPM tools
were analyzed in detail. From the several articles that are summarized in this
review, it can be seen that there is no alignment between the tool vendors with
respect to support for standardization. And so even though a standard notation
like BPMN is in place, interoperability of tools and interchangeability of models in
multi-vendor situations is still questionable. Thus, there is a need to identify the
gaps, if any, between the tools. Also, the tolerable degree of compatibility
between the tools should be determined and the implications of not supporting
the entire specification should be examined. These are some of the open issues
that stemmed from the literature survey and need to be addressed.
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CHAPTER 3. FRAMEWORK AND EVALUATION

This chapter discusses the research methodology. It also talks about the
framework that was used to evaluate and compare the BPMN tools.

3.1. Selection of Tools and Research Methodology
This research attempted to find whether disparate BPMN 2.0 compliant
modeling tools could be integrated across different vendor implementations. To
do this, the researcher analyzed the differences in the process modeling and
execution notations as supported by a subset of the several modeling tools that
are available. The BPMN tools that were used for this study were selected on the
basis of their availability in the market and their usage. Furthermore, the choice
was limited to tools that implement BPMN 2.0. The selection set involved a
combination of freely available, open source, and commercial BPMN compliant
tools, most of which will be elaborated upon in this section. The significance of
the tools that were used for this research study and of those tools that were
under consideration is discussed as follows.
MID GmbH (2010) draws attention to Innovator for Business Analysts, a
BPMN 2.0 compliant tool provided by the modeling company MID. MID has been
in the modeling market for over 25 years now and it is one of the topmost
autonomous modeling tool vendors in Europe. Innovator is an editor for modeling
business processes that supports BPMN 2.0. In the data sheet for Innovator, MID
GmbH (2010) claims that Innovator is a comprehensive tool that meets the needs
of business as well as Information Technology (IT). It enables business analysts
and process modelers to model processes using BPMN 2.0; and at the same
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time it also enables requirements analysts and IT architects to model
requirements using UML. Some other highlights of the tool include its open
architecture, ability to support open standards such as BPMN and UML, and
provision for supporting distributed teams using the central sever.
Activiti (n.d.) introduces the Activiti Business Process Management (BPM)
platform for business analysts, developers, and system administrators. It is
based on a process engine for Java that facilitates modeling and managing of
business workflows using BPMN 2.0. Some of the major features of Activiti
comprise its open source distribution; and its ability to execute in Java programs,
in cloud environments, on servers, or on clusters. The Activiti team involves
employees from companies such as Alfresco, SpringSource, Atos Origin,
Signavio, Camunda, Next Level Integration, MuleSoft, FuseSource, Anchor
Management Consulting, and MimaCom. Activiti is known for being a simple
lightweight engine that is built upon the BPMN 2.0 process engine created by
Alfresco.
Trisotech offers a free BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio (BPI, 2011). The
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio is an individual Visio plug-in for modeling business
processes. BPI (2011) claims that the modeler is designed to incorporate the
complete BPMN 2.0 standard by providing support for specifying both the
graphical and non-graphical attributes proposed by the standard. One of the
most important features of BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio is its ability to connect to
the BPI web site via BPI Cloud Apps. The web site offers numerous services
such as services for validating the BPMN 2.0 files; services for converting the
files generated by the tool to XML, BPMN 2.0 or a variety of other format files
and vice versa; and those for visualization of the business process models. The
BPI web site is provided by Trisotech with a goal to support BPM.
Recker (2008) claims that, “itp-Commerce’s solution surely profits from
being a Visio plug-in that extends the modeling capacities of Visio with a BPMN
simulation engine, additional attributes and analysis options” (p. 4). The research
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survey conducted by Recker (2008) lists itp-commerce process modeler as being
the second most popular tool in use. The survey of BPMN process modelers was
designed to be conducted on BPMN users across the globe. It had 590
participants from 30 countries worldwide and the survey was administered over a
period of four months during the year 2007. The geographical distribution
portrayed the global BPMN user community. The results show that itp-commerce
process modeler stands second with a usage percentage of 7.8%.
BizAgi (December 2, 2010) has reported that BizAgi was honored with a
Gold award for implementing one of the most novel BPM projects in Europe. The
award, that is jointly sponsored by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC)
and BPM.com, was declared by Future Strategies Inc. for demonstrating
brilliance in BPM and workflow. Furthermore, Gartner Inc. has positioned BizAgi
in the 2010 Magic Quadrant for BPM suites (BPMSs). “…the Visionaries
quadrant in any Magic Quadrant is often the one with the greatest degree of
change from year to year. This year, BizAgi is a new addition to the Magic
Quadrant…” (Sinur & Hill, 2010). Figure 2.3 shows the Gartner group’s 2010
Magic Quadrant for BPMS.
BizAgi reported the news as,
BizAgi has been positioned as a “Visionary” in the 2010 Magic
Quadrant. Visionaries are considered innovators; this is confirmed
by the fact that BizAgi's product is exceptionally intuitive for
business roles, yet powerful enough to create process
management solutions that orchestrate human, system and
information resource interactions. The company's free BPMNbased modeler, the cost-effective Express Edition, and the "model
once, execute anywhere" architecture (with .NET and Java EE
engines provided) have contributed to a growing base of customers
worldwide (BizAgi, October 18, 2010).
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Sinur and Hill (2010) confirm this news in their Gartner core research note.
WebRatio BPM was another tool of interest for this study. WebRatio
provides solutions that are used by companies like Acer, Hewlett-Packard, OTZ
Logistics, and Amsa to name a few (Web Models, 2010). Web Models (2010),
also reports that WebRatio BPM being an inventive eclipse based BPM tool; it
has been presented at conferences such as the BPM 2010 international
conference, and the Eclipse IT 2009 conference. They also claim that within a
few months of releasing version 6.0 of WebRatio BPM Free, about 2500 users
downloaded the software.
These reports and surveys suggest the importance of the tools that were
chosen and also of those that were considered. MID, Activiti, Trisotech,
WebRatio, Intalio, BizAgi, and itp-commerce are some of the providers of free
BPMN compliant modelers (OMG, 2010). Some of these modelers are also open
source. Other vendors such as IBM and SAP provide commercial BPMN tools
that are proprietary. The process modelers by itp-commerce and Trisotech have
been designed to be integrated into the Microsoft Office Visio environment
(OMG, 2010); whereas MID Innovator, Activiti BPM, BizAgi Process Modeler,
Intalio|BPMS, and WebRatio BPM are standalone modeling tools. Process
modeling tools such as SAP NetWeaver BPM and IBM WebSphere Lombardi are
commercial tools for BPM. The author chose to use the tools that are listed
below:
1. MID Innovator for Business Analysts –
It is offered in three different editions that are personal,
professional, and enterprise. All of them are based on BPMN 2.0.
The personal edition is freely available for use by a single user. The
professional edition does not come with a demo license and needs
to be purchased. The enterprise edition, however, comes with a 60
day demo license.
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Version 11.3.2 of both the personal edition and enterprise
edition were used for this research study. The enterprise edition
was used towards the end of this study to exploit its real-time
collaboration feature that is not supported in the personal edition of
MID Innovator. Figure 3.1 depicts the MID Innovator user interface.
System prerequisite for installing MID Innovator is Microsoft
.NET 3.5 with Service Pack 1 (MID GmbH, 2011).

Figure 3.1. MID Innovator User Interface
2. Activiti BPM Platform –
It is available for download under the Apache license, as an
open source distribution based on BPMN 2.0. Figure 3.2 depicts
the Activiti Modeler user interface.
Version 5.4 of Activiti was used for this research study.
Prerequisites for running Activiti are a working installation of JDK
5+, a working installation of Ant 1.8.1+, and Eclipse 3.6.2 (Activiti,
n.d.).
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Figure 3.2. Activiti Modeler User Interface
3. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio –
It is available for free download under the Trisotech license.
Figure 3.3 depicts the Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio user
interface.
Two different modelers are available corresponding to
BPMN 1.2 and BPMN 2.0. Version 2.2 of the Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio was used for this research study along with
Microsoft Office Visio 2007.

Figure 3.3. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio User Interface
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Other tools that were candidates for selection such as itp-commerce
Process Modeler for Microsoft Visio, BizAgi Process Modeler, WebRatio BPM,
and IBM’s proprietary WebSphere Lombardi Edition v7.2 did not meet the
researcher’s condition for selection; that being support for version 2.0 of BPMN.
Table 3.1 illustrates the selection criteria against the tools that were considered
for selection. The tools that were eventually chosen for this research study have
been highlighted in bold in table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Selection Criteria against Tools

Tool

Availability
Support for BPMN 2.0
(Free/Open source/Commercial)
(Yes/No)

MID Innovator for
Business Analysts

Free

Yes

Activiti BPM
Platform

Open-source

Yes

Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio

Free

Yes

itp-commerce Process
Modeler for Microsoft
Visio

Free

No

BizAgi Process
Modeler

Free

No

WebRatio BPM

Free

No

IBM WebSphere
Lombardi Edition v7.2

Commercial

No
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The three selected tools were evaluated and compared by downloading,
installing, and using them for modeling. A set of comparison classes (containing
BPMN 2.0 objects) that is representative of all the commonly used BPMN 2.0
process modeling semantics was used for this purpose. The same set of
comparison classes was used across all the candidate tools to establish a
baseline. The overall methodology involved in the research study consists of the
following steps:
1. Selection of tools for evaluation based on their use, availability,
relevance, and support for version 2.0 of BPMN.
2. Determination of comparison classes for use as a basis of
evaluation.
3. Selection of test process models in correspondence to the
comparison classes.
4. Evaluation of the selected tools by reproduction of the selected test
process models in those tools; and analysis of the degree of
compatibility between the tools using the comparison classes and
framework.
5. Execution of import/export of the BPMN 2.0 technical process
models (XML files) to/from the selected tools. Documentation of the
steps, problems (if any), and solutions (if required and if possible)
for the same.
6. Determination of gaps between the tools and their impact on
interoperability of models; and identification and documentation of
ways to close the gaps. Discovery of a compromise so that the
tools can communicate.
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3.2. Hypothesis
Hypothesis for this research is as follows:
·

H0: There is no difference in the process modeling and execution
notations supported by BPMN 2.0 compliant tools.

·

Ha: There is a significant difference in the process modeling and
execution notations supported by BPMN 2.0 compliant tools.

3.3. Framework
A set of comparison classes containing BPMN 2.0 objects was used as a
basis for evaluating the selected tools. The set was composed of majority of the
commonly used BPMN 2.0 notations. The inconsistencies across the tools were
tabulated for further evaluation.
Silver (2009), in his book BPMN method and style, discusses the three
conformance classes – SIMPLE, STANDARD, and COMPLETE – that have been
identified by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) for BPMN Model
Portability. “A modeling tool asserting compliance to one of these classes means
that the tool can import and understand all parts of a serialized BPMN instance
conformant to the class” (Shapiro, 2008, p. 11). Shapiro (2008) defines the
classes for BPMN 1.1 Model Portability as follows:
The SIMPLE class includes the following BPMN objects: task,
collapsed subprocess, gateway (exclusive data-based, inclusive,
parallel), None start and None end events, pool, lane, data object,
text annotation, sequence flow (uncontrolled, conditional, default),
and association.
The STANDARD class includes the following BPMN objects: task
(task type User, Service, Send, Receive); collapsed and expanded
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subprocess, looping or multi-instance activity, gateway (inclusive,
exclusive data-based, exclusive event-based, parallel), start events
(None, message, timer), catching intermediate events in sequence
flow (timer, message), throwing intermediate events in sequence
flow (message), attached intermediate events (timer, message,
error), end events (None, error, message, terminate), pool, lane,
data object, text annotation, sequence flow (uncontrolled,
conditional, de-fault), and association.
The COMPLETE class includes all task types, all event types, and
all gate-way types described by BPMN 1.1, message flow,
transactional sub-process, and adhoc sub-process. (pp. 11-12)
The comparison classes used by the researcher for this thesis are based
on Shapiro’s previously mentioned BPMN 1.1 Model Portability conformance
classes. These conformance classes were extended to incorporate the process
modeling and execution elements of BPMN 2.0 to form the comparison classes.
The three comparison classes used for evaluation of tools in this research study
are defined as follows:
1. SIMPLE class: It includes the following BPMN elements –
·

Task (None)

·

Sub-process

·

Gateways (exclusive data-based, inclusive, parallel)

·

Events (None start and None end)

·

Pool

·

Lane

·

Artifacts (data object, text annotation, association)

·

Sequence flow (uncontrolled, conditional, default)

·

Link event pair
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2. STANDARD class: It builds upon the SIMPLE class; and hence it
contains all the SIMPLE class elements. Apart from the previously
mentioned elements of the SIMPLE class, the STANDARD class
also includes the following elements –
·

Task (type: User, Service, Send, Receive)

·

Collapsed and expanded sub-process

·

Looping or multi-instance activity

·

Gateway (exclusive event-based)

·

Start events (message, timer)

·

Catching intermediate events in sequence flow (timer,
message)

·

Throwing intermediate events in sequence flow (message)

·

Attached intermediate events, interrupting (timer, message,
error)

·

End events (error, message, terminate)

·

Artifact (data store)

·

Message flow

3. COMPLETE class: It builds upon the SIMPLE and STANDARD
classes; and hence it contains all the SIMPLE class and
STANDARD class elements. Apart from the previously mentioned
elements of the SIMPLE and STANDARD classes, the COMPLETE
class also includes the following elements –
·

Task (type: Script, Business Rule, Compensating)

·

Sub-processes (call activity, ad-hoc, transactional)

·

Event sub-process (interrupting, non-interrupting)

·

Multi-instance pool

·

Gateway (complex)

·

Start events (signal, conditional, multiple, multiple parallel)
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·

Catching intermediate events in sequence flow (signal,
multiple, conditional)

·

Throwing intermediate events in sequence flow (escalation,
signal, multiple, compensation)

·

Attached intermediate events, interrupting (escalation,
signal, cancel, multiple, conditional, compensation)

·

Attached intermediate events, non-interrupting (message,
timer, escalation, signal, multiple, conditional)

·

End events (signal, escalation, cancel)

BPMB (2010) offers a free BPMN 2.0 poster. It provides an overview of all
the BPMN 2.0 elements listed previously, among others.
Table 3.2 shows the format of the table that was used for analyzing the
tools and recording their ambiguities that limit the ability to exchange models. It
should be noted that three such tables were used, one for each comparison
class. Each row in the table represents a BPMN 2.0 object (corresponding to the
comparison class that the table stands for) and the evaluation result/s for each of
the three tools with respect to that object. Evaluation results comprise the
following:
·

‘Y’ if the tool provides support for the corresponding BPMN 2.0
object.

·

‘N’ if the tool does not provide support for the corresponding BPMN
2.0 object.

Table 3.2 has been populated with a couple of aforementioned BPMN 2.0
objects. The completed tables for each class – SIMPLE, STANDARD, and
COMPLETE – along with the results of this research study have been presented
in the next chapter.
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MID, Activiti, and Trisotech stand for the three selected tools namely MID
Innovator for Business Analysts, Activiti BPM Platform, and Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Evaluation Framework (SIMPLE/STANDARD/COMPLETE)

BPMN 2.0 Object

MID (Y/N)

Activiti (Y/N)

Trisotech (Y/N)

Task
Sub-process
Gateway
…

3.4. Evaluation
Analysis of the selected tools based on the aforementioned framework
and case studies helped in assessing the following criteria:
·

BPMN 2.0 functionality that is not supported by the tools.

·

BPMN 2.0 functionality that is represented in an ambiguous
manner.

·

Compatibility between the tools. This implies evaluating the level of
interoperability among them that is, the ease with which process
models can be exchanged across the tools without any loss of
information.

·

Degree to which the tools are being used by the customers.
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·

Need for additional functionality.

3.5. Summary
The focus of this chapter was on the research methodology. This chapter
also provided a detailed description of the framework and the evaluation criteria
designed for the study.
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CHAPTER 4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The overall research methodology was described in the previous chapter.
The framework and evaluation criteria devised for this research study were also
introduced and explained; along with the set of three classes – SIMPLE,
STANDARD, and COMPLETE – that comprises of BPMN 2.0 objects and is an
integral part of the framework. During the course of this research, the three
selected tools – MID Innovator for Business Analysts, Activiti BPM Platform, and
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio – were compared using the introduced
framework. The results of this comparison were tabulated. After the comparison
was completed, attempts were made to exchange the process models among the
three tools. The steps and results of this import/export experiment were
documented; in addition to the problems experienced (if at all) and workarounds
developed (if necessary and if possible) to be able to exchange the process
models. Section 4.1 of this chapter describes the comparative evaluation and its
results, whereas section 4.2 elaborates upon the process model exchange
testing.

4.1. Comparative Evaluation
In order to compare the three tools, test process models were selected
corresponding to the three comparison classes – SIMPLE, STANDARD, and
COMPLETE. Figure 4.1 illustrates the test process model corresponding to the
SIMPLE class whereas Figure 4.2 illustrates the test process model
corresponding to the STANDARD class.
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Figure 4.1. SIMPLE Class – Test Process Model (Shapiro, 2009) adapted to be
compliant with BPMN 2.0

Figure 4.2. STANDARD Class – Test Process Model (Shapiro, 2009)
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It can be said that the test process models depicted previously are
comprehensive representations of their respective classes. However, for the
purpose of comparison, elements of each class that are not included in the
corresponding test models were represented and modeled as individual BPMN
2.0 objects i.e. as independent elements without a process diagram. On similar
lines, all the COMPLETE class elements were represented as individual BPMN
2.0 objects. Considering the fact that the COMPLETE class contains all types of
flow objects, connectors, artifacts, and swim-lanes; incorporating all of them in a
single diagram would have affected the simplicity and clarity of the test process
model. Hence, they were not included in any test process model and the
researcher chose to model them as independent elements.
The evaluation of the selected tools was performed by reproducing the
test process models and/or individual BPMN 2.0 objects in those tools for each
comparison class. Furthermore, the evaluation framework (Table 3.2) as
described in the previous chapter was used to tabulate the results for each of the
three comparison classes. The tabulated results for the SIMPLE class are shown
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Evaluation Results: SIMPLE Class

BPMN 2.0 Object

MID (Y/N)

Activiti (Y/N)

Trisotech (Y/N)

Task

Y

Y

Y

Sub-process

Y

Y

Y

Gateways (exclusive
data-based, inclusive,
parallel)

Y

Y

Y

Events (None start
and None end)

Y

Y

Y

Pool

Y

Y

Y

Lane

Y

Ya

Y

Artifacts (data object,
text annotation,
association)

Yb

Y

Y

Sequence flow
(uncontrolled,
conditional, default)

Y

Y

Y

Link event pair

N

Y

Y

a

In Activiti, it is not possible to add lanes independently without a pool.

b

In MID, it is not possible to attach an association to a sequence flow.
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It was observed that Activiti does not permit adding lanes separately
without a pool. As per BPMN 2.0, a process diagram can contain two or more
pools to show collaboration. However, in the absence of collaboration, the use of
a single pool is not a good practice; the reason being that a single pool is implied
(Silver, 2009). (Figure 4.3 highlights the implied single pool containing two lanes
in the test process model for SIMPLE class.) In Activiti it becomes mandatory to
draw a single pool in order to add lanes, wherein a process diagram does not
contain any collaboration but the process is divided across lanes (Figure 4.4);
because Activiti does not allow adding lanes independently in the absence of a
pool.
Also, MID does not allow attaching an association to a sequence flow.
BPMN 2.0 permits the attachment of a non-directional data association to a
sequence flow. The direction of the sequence flow is implied upon the data
association. (Figure 4.3 highlights the non-directional data association attached
to a sequence flow in the test process model for SIMPLE class.) As this is not
supported by MID, a clear way for representing the same using two directional
associations is shown in Figure 4.5. The representation in Figure 4.5 is correct as
per BPMN 2.0; however it is less popular among modelers (Silver, August 23,
2010).
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Figure 4.3. SIMPLE Class – Test Process Model (Shapiro, 2009) highlighted with
an implied single pool and a non-directional data association attached to a
sequence flow

Figure 4.4. Activiti – Problem with Support for Lanes
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Figure 4.5 MID – Work-around for Non-directional Data Association Using Two
Directional Associations
From Table 4.1, it can be seen that MID Innovator does not provide
support for the link event pair. Activiti BPM and Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio support all the BPMN 2.0 objects belonging to the SIMPLE class. There are
minor discrepancies in Activiti’s support for lanes and in MID’s support for
associations. However there are valid ways to work around the problems as
explained earlier.
Having discussed the results for the SIMPLE class, the results for the
STANDARD class can now be presented. The tabulated results for the
STANDARD class are shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Evaluation Results: STANDARD Class

BPMN 2.0 Object

MID (Y/N)

Activiti (Y/N)

Trisotech (Y/N)

Task (type: User,
Service, Send,
Receive)

Y

Y

Y

Collapsed subprocess

N

Nc

Y

Expanded subprocess

Y

Y

Y

Looping/Multi-instance Y
activity

Y

Y

Gateway (exclusive
event-based)

Y

Y

Y

Start events
(message, timer)

Y

Y

Y

Catching intermediate
events in sequence
flow (timer, message)

Y

Y

Y

Throwing intermediate
events in sequence
flow (message)

Y

Y

Y

Attached intermediate
events, interrupting
(timer, message,
error)

Y

Y

Y
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Table 4.2. Evaluation Results: STANDARD Class (continued).

End events (error,
message, terminate)

Y

Y

Y

Artifact (data store)

Y

Y

Y

Message flow

Y

Y

Y

c

It is not possible to use the collapsed sub-process functionality provided by

Activiti.
It was observed that although Activiti offers the collapsed sub-process
notation it cannot be used for modeling. According to Google (2011), the
collapsed sub-process functionality is provided by Activiti BPM but it does not
work. It is an open issue/defect associated with the tool.
From Table 4.2 it can be seen that MID Innovator does not provide
support for a collapsed sub-process whereas Activiti provides a defective support
for the same. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio supports all the BPMN 2.0
objects belonging to the STANDARD class.
Finally, the tabulated results for the COMPLETE class are shown in Table
4.3.
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Table 4.3. Evaluation Results: COMPLETE Class

BPMN 2.0 Object

MID (Y/N)

Activiti (Y/N)

Trisotech (Y/N)

Task (type: Script,
Business Rule,
Compensating)

Y

Y

Y

Sub-processes (call
activity, ad-hoc,
transactional)

Yd

Y

Y

Event sub-process
(interrupting, noninterrupting)

Y

Y

Y

Multi-instance pool

Ye

Y

Y

Gateway (complex)

Y

Y

Y

Start events (signal,
conditional, multiple,
multiple parallel)

Y

Y

Y

Catching intermediate

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

events in sequence
flow (signal, multiple,
conditional)

Throwing intermediate
events in sequence
flow (escalation,
signal, multiple,
compensation)
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Table 4.3. Evaluation Results: COMPLETE Class (continued).

Attached intermediate
events, interrupting
(escalation, signal,
cancel, multiple,
conditional,
compensation)

Y

Y

Y

Attached intermediate
events, noninterrupting (message,
timer, escalation,
signal, multiple,
conditional)

Y

Yf

Y

End events (signal,
escalation, cancel)

Y

Y

Y

d

MID provides an incorrect notation for call activity.

e

In MID, the number of instances of a multi-instance pool should be known in

advance.
f

In Activiti, it is not possible to specify non-interrupting escalation boundary

events.
It was observed that MID offers an incorrect representation of an
expanded call activity. A regular sub-process should be represented with a thin
border; whereas a call activity should be represented with a thicker border in
BPMN 2.0 (Silver, 2009). However, MID represents an expanded call activity with
a thin border similar to that of a regular sub-process, which is not in adherence to
the standard. Figure 4.6 shows the symbol of a sub-process and the symbol of
an expanded call activity as supported by MID. It can be seen that there is no
visual difference between the borders of the two symbols.
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Figure 4.6 MID – Regular Sub-process vs. Expanded Call Activity
It was also noticed that in MID, the number of instances of a multi-instance
pool should be known in advance. As per BPMN 2.0, in case of a multi-instance
pool, the number of instances may be unknown (Silver, 2009). However, MID
does not allow specification of a multi-instance pool with unknown number of
instances.
Also, specification of a non-interrupting escalation boundary event is not
fully supported by Activiti as of now.
From Table 4.3, it can be seen that MID Innovator, Activiti BPM, and
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio support all the BPMN 2.0 objects
belonging to the COMPLETE class. There are minor ambiguities in MID’s support
for call activities and multi-instance pools. Also, Activiti poses an issue with its
partial support for the escalation boundary event.
This section presented the results of the comparative evaluation of the
three tools, with respect to BPMN 2.0 using the SIMPLE, STANDARD, and
COMPLETE classes. It can be said that MID Innovator and Activiti BPM provide
partial and in some cases ambiguous support for version 2.0 of BPMN; whereas
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio comes closest to providing a
comprehensive support for BPMN 2.0.
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4.2. Process Model Exchange Testing
The next step in this research study, after comparing the tools, was to
exchange the process models between the three tools. Table 4.4 summarizes
the results of these import/export experiments. The test results shown in the
table comprise the following:
·

‘Y’ indicates that the tool listed in the row can export the process
model and the tool listed in the column can import it.

·

‘Y*’ indicates that with a few modifications to the process model
definition file, the tool listed in the row can export the process
model and the tool listed in the column can import it.

·

‘N*’ indicates that due to inherent short-comings of either tool, the
export of process model from the tool listed in the row or its import
into the tool listed in the column is only partially supported.

·

‘N’ indicates that the tool listed in the row cannot export the process
model or the tool listed in the column cannot import it.

·

‘NA’ indicates not applicable for this research study.

Table 4.4. Results of Exchange Testing

From\To

MID Innovator

Activiti BPM

Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio

MID Innovator

NA

N*

Y*

Activiti BPM

N

NA

Y*

Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio

N

N*

NA
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The results shown in Table 4.4 are explained in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1. MID Innovator to Activiti BPM
MID Innovator’s ability to export process models and Activiti BPM’s ability
to import them will be discussed in this sub-section, followed by presentation of
the steps for performing the process model exchange from MID Innovator to
Activiti BPM.
MID Innovator can be enhanced with its experimental plug-in to be able to
export process models in the XML format. Ottmar Zimmer, a technical engineer
from MID support, said that as the plug-in is still in the development stages, it is
not fully functional (personal communication, May 31, 2011). During the course of
this research study it was observed that the XML file generated by MID using the
experimental plug-in is not suitable for export; because it does not contain the
diagram interchange information, i.e. the graphical details about the process
model such as the position of the nodes. To be able to export the process model,
it is necessary to add the diagram interchange information containing the position
and dimensions of the nodes in the diagram. The complexity, of doing this
manually, increases with an increase in the number of nodes in the diagram; and
hence limits the export from MID Innovator to simple process models.
Activiti BPM provides an Eclipse plug-in called the Activiti Eclipse
Designer; for modeling, testing, and deploying BPMN 2.0 process models
(Activiti, n.d.). The Activiti Eclipse Designer is still in the beta stage and it
currently supports only a few BPMN 2.0 constructs such as start and end events,
sequence flow, tasks (type: Script, User, Service, Manual), gateways (exclusive
and parallel), and sub processes (Atlassian Confluence 3.3, the Enterprise Wiki,
February 26, 2011). Hence the import into Activiti Eclipse Designer is limited to
these above-mentioned constructs for this research study.
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Due to these aforementioned shortcomings of the two tools, export from
MID Innovator and import into Activiti BPM is only partially supported and hence
it is indicated by ‘N*’ in Table 4.4.
Based on the previously mentioned factors, the steps followed for
transferring a process model, from MID Innovator (Ottmar Zimmer, personal
communication, May 31, 2011) to Activiti BPM (Small steps with big feet,
February 17, 2011) are listed below:
·

Select elements to export from MID Innovator

·

Add contents recursively to the result region

·

Open view à Tools Windows Show à Innovator BPMN Export
Window

·

Click “Export”

·

Save the file with the extension à bpmn20.xml

·

Add the diagram interchange information to the bpmn20.xml file,
i.e. the graphical details about the process model such as the
position of the nodes.

·

Create an Activiti Project in Eclipse and import the bpmn20.xml file.

A basic process model was selected for testing the transfer in this case.
This is because Activiti Designer supports only a small number of constructs; and
secondly MID Innovator requires adding of diagram interchange information to
the XML file before any tool can import it. The complexity of adding accurate
diagram interchange information increases with an increase in the complexity of
the process model. Figure 4.7 shows the process model that was exported from
MID Innovator and Figure 4.8 shows that process model after it was imported
into Activiti Eclipse Designer. The bpmn20.xml file with the diagram interchange
information added to it that was imported into Activiti is attached in the appendix.
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Figure 4.7. MID – Model Exported to Activiti

Figure 4.8. Activiti – Model Imported from MID
It can be said that the export functionality of MID Innovator still needs to
be improved. Although MID plans to support export of diagram interchange
information, it would still take some time (Ottmar Zimmer, personal
communication, May 31, 2011). Furthermore, Activiti Eclipse Designer also
currently supports only a limited number of BPMN 2.0 notations. All these factors
restricted the amount of testing that was done for this part of the thesis work.

4.2.2. MID Innovator to Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio
MID Innovator’s ability to export process models has already been
discussed in sub-section 4.2.1. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler’s ability to import
the process models will be discussed in this sub-section, followed by
presentation of the steps for performing the process model exchange from MID
Innovator to Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio.
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Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio can connect to the Business
Process Incubator (BPI) website supported by Trisotech. The BPI website
provides applications on the cloud, one of them being an application to ‘Convert
a BPMN 2.0 file to Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio file’. This application
was used to import the BPMN 2.0 XML files from other tools into the Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler. The application converts a valid XML file to a Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio file. As the cloud application accepts and converts
almost any BPMN 2.0 valid XML file, the modeler provided by Trisotech does not
pose any restrictions on import.
MID Innovator, however, does not extend support for exporting the
diagram interchange information as explained earlier. As a result it is necessary
to modify the XML file generated with MID, containing the process model
definition, by adding diagram interchange information so that Trisotech can
import it. Thus, export from MID Innovator and import into Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio can be complete if the XML file generated by MID is modified;
and hence it is indicated by ‘Y*’ in Table 4.4.
The steps followed, for transferring a process model, from MID Innovator
(Ottmar Zimmer, personal communication, May 31, 2011) to Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio, are listed as follows:
·

Select elements to export from MID Innovator

·

Add contents recursively to the result region

·

Open view à Tools Windows Show à Innovator BPMN Export
Window

·

Click “Export”

·

Save the file with the extension à .bpmn2

·

Add the diagram interchange information to the BPMN2 file, i.e. the
graphical details about the process model such as the position of
the nodes.
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·

Use the cloud application ‘Convert a BPMN 2.0 file to Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio file’, to convert the bpmn2 file.

·

Open the converted file with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio.

Again the basic process model shown in Figure 4.7 was used for exporting
from MID Innovator; due to the overhead of adding diagram interchange
information to the MID generated XML files as indicated in the earlier subsection. Figure 4.9 shows that process model after it was imported into Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio. The BPMN2 file with the diagram interchange
information added to it that was imported into Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio is attached in the appendix.

Figure 4.9. Trisotech – Model Imported from MID
It can be said that Trisotech does a good job of being able to import all the
valid BPMN 2.0 files. On the other hand, MID needs to add the feature for
generating a complete export file containing interchange information. Due to this
inadequacy of MID, export of complex models from MID containing more nodes
was not performed for this research study; the major reason being the overhead
of adding diagram interchange information by hand.

4.2.3. Activiti BPM to MID Innovator
The import plug-in for MID Innovator is experimental and it is not released
to the customers. Ottmar Zimmer from MID support states that,
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…Problem is that XML and the use of the BPMN should be
standardized, but most of the tools that we have seen aren't
fulfilling all the details in their implementation.
My colleagues from the consulting team already imported models
from other tools, but the problem was that there were always some
constructs in the XML code that didn't comply to the BPMN
standard as we understand it. So we couldn't just import the XML
file, but we had to do some adaptations to the included information,
so that the generated model became consistent to our meta model.
Therefore we regard this as a job for consulting, because our
customers can't do the modifications themselves (personal
communication, May 31, 2011).
Thus, due to unavailability of the import plug-in, import of process models
into MID Innovator could not be tested for this research study. MID Innovator
could not be enhanced with the import plug-in; and hence export from Activiti
BPM and import into MID Innovator is indicated by ‘N’ in Table 4.4.

4.2.4. Activiti BPM to Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio’s ability to import process models
has already been discussed in sub-section 4.2.2. Activiti BPM’s ability to export
the process models will be discussed in this sub-section, followed by
presentation of the steps for performing the process model exchange from Activiti
BPM to Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio.
Activiti supports downloading of the process models in different file
formats via the Activiti Cycle web application. For this research study, to
generate the required export files, the process models were downloaded in
bpmn20.xml file formats by selecting the ‘Create technical model’ option. As
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Activiti can create technical models for all its BPMN 2.0 process diagrams, it
does not impose any restrictions on export of process models.
As discussed in sub-section 4.2.2, Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio
with its ability to connect to BPI’s cloud application services does not restrict the
import of process models, as performed for this research study.
It was observed, however, that there are a few differences between the
XML files as generated by Activiti and the XML files as required by the Trisotech
Modeler. These discrepancies lead to erroneous exchange of process models
between the two tools. The differences were observed in the XML tags for the
following BPMN 2.0 elements:
·

Lanes

·

Artifacts (data object, association, and text annotation)

·

Events (escalation due to Activiti’s partial support for the escalation
boundary event, message, and compensation)

·

Compensation task

·

Sequence flows (conditional and default)

·

Call activity

As a result it is necessary to replace or sometimes edit the XML tags for
the previously mentioned BPMN 2.0 elements in the XML file generated with
Activiti; so that the tags are compatible with the Trisotech Modeler. Thus, export
from Activiti and import into Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio can be
complete if the XML file generated by Activiti is modified; and hence it is
indicated by ‘Y*’ in Table 4.4.
The steps followed, for transferring a process model from Activiti BPM to
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio, are listed as follows:
·

Go to Activiti Cycle à Repositories à Public

·

Select the process model to export
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·

Go to Actions à Create technical model

·

Save the file with the extension à .bpmn2

·

Replace/edit the XML tags to be compatible with Trisotech for
lanes, artifacts (data object and text annotation), events (escalation,
message, and compensation), compensation task, sequence flows
(conditional and default), and call activity.

·

Use the cloud application ‘Convert a BPMN 2.0 file to Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio file’, to convert the BPMN2 file.

·

Open the converted file with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio.

Different types of process models such as the SIMPLE class test process
model (Figure 4.1) and the STANDARD class test process model (Figure 4.2); in
addition to the individual BPMN 2.0 objects of the COMPLETE class were
exported from Activiti BPM and imported into Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio. In order to replace/edit the Activiti generated XML tags to be compatible
with Trisotech; for lanes, artifacts (data object, association, and text annotation),
events (escalation, message, and compensation), compensation task, sequence
flows (conditional and default), and call activity; sample BPMN2 files were
created using Trisotech itself. The BPI cloud application – ‘Convert a Microsoft
Visio file to a BPMN 2.0 file’ was used for creation of the BPMN2 files. The tags
from the sample files were used for replacing/editing the incompatible Activiti
generated XML tags. Snippets of the BPMN2 files generated with Activiti
containing the replaced/edited XML tags for import into Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio are attached in the appendix.

4.2.5. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio to MID Innovator
As already discussed in sub-section 4.2.3, the import plug-in for MID
Innovator is experimental and it is not released to the customers. Due to
unavailability of the import plug-in, import of process models into MID Innovator
could not be tested for this research study. Hence export from Trisotech BPMN
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2.0 Modeler for Visio and import into MID Innovator is indicated by ‘N’ in Table
4.4.

4.2.6. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio to Activiti BPM
Activiti BPM’s ability to import process models has already been
discussed in sub-section 4.2.1. Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler’s ability to export
the process models will be discussed in this sub-section, followed by
presentation of the steps for performing the process model exchange from
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio to Activiti BPM.
As mentioned earlier, Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio can connect
to the BPI website supported by Trisotech. The BPI website provides applications
on the cloud, one of them being an application to ‘Convert a Microsoft Visio file to
a BPMN 2.0 file’. This application was used to export the Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio files to Activiti BPM. The application converts a valid Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio file to a BPMN2 file. As the cloud application accepts
and converts almost any BPMN 2.0 valid Microsoft Visio file, the modeler
provided by Trisotech does not pose any restrictions on export.
The Activiti Eclipse Designer, however, supports only the following BPMN
2.0 constructs as of now (Atlassian Confluence 3.3, the Enterprise Wiki, February
26, 2011):
·

Start and End events

·

Sequence flow

·

Tasks (type: Script, User, Service, Manual)

·

Gateways (exclusive and parallel)

·

Sub processes

The Activiti Eclipse Designer thus limits its import ability to these abovementioned constructs. As import into Activiti is only partially supported; export
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from Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio and import into Activiti BPM is
indicated by ‘N*’ in Table 4.4.
The steps followed, for transferring a process model from Trisotech BPMN
2.0 Modeler for Visio to Activiti BPM, are listed below:
·

Use the cloud application ‘Convert a Microsoft Visio file to a BPMN
2.0 file’, to convert the Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio file.

·

Save the file with the extension à bpmn20.xml

·

Create an Activiti Project in Eclipse and import the bpmn20.xml file.

As shown in Figure 4.10, a process model composed of the
aforementioned BPMN 2.0 elements that are currently supported by Activiti was
used for this exchange testing. Figure 4.10 shows the process model that was
exported from Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio and Figure 4.11 shows that
process model after it was imported into Activiti Eclipse Designer. The
corresponding bpmn20.xml file that was imported into Activiti is attached in the
appendix.

Figure 4.10. Trisotech – Model Exported to Activiti
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Figure 4.11. Activiti – Model imported from Trisotech
Activiti Eclipse Designer’s constrained support for importing BPMN 2.0
elements restricted the amount of testing that was done for this part of the thesis
work.
Section 4.2, thus, presented the results of the process model exchange
experiments that were conducted using the three tools. It can be said that none
of the three tools fully support process model import/export. It was observed that
while MID Innovator and Activiti BPM still impose certain boundaries on import
and export of process models; Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio provides a
much better support for process interchange.

4.3. Summary
This chapter offered the results of the comparative evaluation of the
selected tools that was conducted for this thesis. Next, this chapter elaborated
upon the process model exchange testing experiments that were performed to
test interoperability between the tools.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The previous chapter presented the results of the evaluations that were
conducted during the course of this research study. Results of the comparative
evaluation of the tools, along with the details and outcomes of exchanging the
process models between the tools were put forth. This chapter discusses the
results and reports the conclusions drawn. Recommendations for future work
have been outlined thereafter.

5.1. Discussions and Conclusions
The three tools that are MID Innovator for Business Analysts, Activiti BPM
Platform, and Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio were evaluated for this
thesis study. Based on three comparison classes namely SIMPLE, STANDARD,
and COMPLETE; a framework was developed and used to compare the selected
tools. Eventually, experiments were conducted to test and find out ways to
improve the interoperability across the tools by exchanging process models
between them.
The comparative evaluation of the three tools revealed that there are
discrepancies in their support for some of the BPMN 2.0 objects; whereas some
other elements are not supported at all. MID Innovator does not support the linkevent pair and collapsed sub-processes. Furthermore it offers a non-standard
notation for an expanded call activity. Also, there are trivial issues with MID
Innovator’s support for multi-instance pools. Activiti provides a non-standard
support for collapsed sub-processes; whereas it does not support specification of
‘non-interrupting’ escalation boundary events. On the contrary, it was observed
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that Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio provides a good support for the BPMN
2.0 objects that were tested as a part of this study.
All the previously mentioned inconsistencies across the tools with respect
to the BPMN 2.0 standard definitely affect the interoperability between them. This
was evident while conducting the process model exchange experiments. One of
the several factors that limit the ability of a tool to import/export process models
is the lack of complete and unambiguous support for BPMN 2.0. Furthermore,
such inconsistencies also tend to confuse the users of the tools with respect to
the standard.
The process model exchange experiments across the three tools revealed
that none of the three tools could easily import or export process models. MID
provides an experimental plug-in for export, however the XML export file that it
generates is incomplete and needs to be populated with appropriate diagram
interchange details; so that it can be imported by other tools. As of now, MID
does not provide any mechanism for importing process models due to several
reasons discussed earlier in section 4.2.3; however they provide consulting to
their customers for the same. Activiti does not impose any restrictions on export;
however its import is restricted. Currently, the Activiti Eclipse Designer supports
import of a small number of basic BPMN 2.0 objects only. On the other hand,
Trisotech along with its Business Process Incubator (BPI) cloud applications
does not impose any major restrictions on import or export of process models as
such.
All these aforementioned factors limit the ability of the tools to exchange
and share process models. Through this research study, attempts were made to
modify some of the XML files containing the corresponding process model
definitions to facilitate their exchange between the tools. However the complexity,
of doing the modifications manually, increases with an increase in the density of
the process diagrams.
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It can be concluded that there are significant differences in the ways that
the three tools support BPMN 2.0 notations and their corresponding XML
process definition formats. BPMN 2.0 defines both, a schema and a diagram
interchange format for describing and exchanging process models via XML
(OMG, 2011). However the XML files generated by each of the three BPMN 2.0
compliant tools had noteworthy differences that restricted the completeness of
exchange of the process models. These issues make it difficult for the tools to
interoperate; as well as to share and exchange process models. This has a
negative impact on the industry especially in the domains of customer
relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP), supply
chain management (SCM), and Electronic Commerce (E-commerce) systems; as
discussed earlier. The ability to seamlessly exchange process models between
independent business units, both within and across organizations is affected; in
addition to increased costs and time to market for products (Brunnermeier &
Martin, 2002). Furthermore, business processes are an important part of every
organization and are altered regularly. Hence, customers expect the tools to be
interoperable so that they have the flexibility to change the tools; and they do not
have to spend more time on transferring the process models (Workflow
Management Coalition, 2011).
An overarching conclusion of this research is that BPMN 2.0 is still a
relatively immature standard that tool vendors have not yet fully accommodated.
It will likely take time for tool vendors to both: (1) fully implement the BPMN 2.0
modeling conventions while providing transitions from earlier BPMN standards,
and (2) implement the interoperability potential that was defined in the BPMN 2.0
standards. The degree to which the latter will be accomplished may ultimately be
impacted by market forces, specifically, to what degree will tool vendors ‘want’ to
enable free exchange of models. The primary incentive for modeling vendors
would be to directly exploit BPMN compatible execution engines that are
increasingly included in packaged software applications.
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The study thus helped in the examination of ambiguities in the
conformance of the tools to BPMN 2.0, degree of compatibility between the tools,
impact of supporting only a subset of the specification as opposed to all the
notations and symbols, and need for portable implementations of process
models.

5.2. Recommendations
Some of the recommendations for future work are as follows:
·

Currently, this research study documents the steps to be followed
and modifications to be done in order to exchange the process
models between the tools. As mentioned earlier the complexity, of
doing the changes manually, increases with an increase in the
density of the process diagrams. It would be interesting to automate
the steps to be able to easily exchange the process models and to
enhance the interoperability between the tools.

·

Performing an evaluation, similar to that conducted in this research
study, of some of the commercial tools available in the market
would strengthen the results and conclusions of this thesis. This
would require a budget for purchasing the tools, or a loan
agreement.

·

This examination focused on the diagrammatic BPMN 2.0 symbols
only. Evaluating the tools on the basis of the executable
serialization format files that they generate would provide a more
detailed evaluation.

·

If the business process models that were used for this evaluation
could be obtained from existing businesses; it would definitely help
in providing a more realistic evaluation.
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5.3. Summary
This chapter discussed the results obtained in chapter 4 and stated the
conclusions derived from this research study. Recommendations for future work
were also made.
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APPENDIX

MID Innovator to Activiti BPM
The ‘bpmn20.xml’ file for import into Activiti is attached below:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<bpmn:definitions xmlns:bpmn="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL"
xmlns="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL"
xmlns:bpmndi="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/DI"
xmlns:omgdc="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DC"
xmlns:omgdi="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DI">
<bpmn:process isExecutable="false" id="_1186878f-ae17-ea5b-be76-f0ea9afe3409">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:userTask isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1" name="Task 1" id="_d1c3a8efc133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:incoming>_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393f-a2bfc8f5d6ff</bpmn:incoming>
<bpmn:outgoing>_22f36996-53e4-a777-4acd-abe6c02e1849</bpmn:outgoing>
</bpmn:userTask>
<bpmn:endEvent name="end" id="_4d27c081-87c7-635c-b5e8-c68608efae9a">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:incoming>_22f36996-53e4-a777-4acd-abe6c02e1849</bpmn:incoming>
</bpmn:endEvent>
<bpmn:startEvent name="start" id="_a709a01c-944a-e0d7-11ca-5770898f7fde">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:outgoing>_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393f-a2bfc8f5d6ff</bpmn:outgoing>
</bpmn:startEvent>
<bpmn:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_d1c3a8ef-c133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54"
targetRef="_4d27c081-87c7-635c-b5e8-c68608efae9a" name="" id="_22f36996-53e4-a7774acd-abe6c02e1849">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
</bpmn:sequenceFlow>
<bpmn:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_a709a01c-944a-e0d7-11ca-5770898f7fde"
targetRef="_d1c3a8ef-c133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54" name="" id="_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393fa2bfc8f5d6ff">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
</bpmn:sequenceFlow>
</bpmn:process>
<!-- The following diagram interchange tag has been added to be able to export the process
model from MID Innovator and import it into Activiti BPM -->
<bpmndi:BPMNDiagram id="sid-09a46b9a-4722-47f4-8ec4-93e3fb6a02de">
<bpmndi:BPMNPlane bpmnElement="Test-1" id="sid-b138d938-a40e-447e-9b48136b1b166909">
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="start" id="start_gui">
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<omgdc:Bounds height="30.0" width="30.0" x="96.0" y="178.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="Task_1" id="Task_1_gui">
<omgdc:Bounds height="80.0" width="100.0" x="171.0" y="153.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="End" id="End_gui">
<omgdc:Bounds height="28.0" width="28.0" x="316.0" y="179.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="SequenceFlow" id="SequenceFlow_gui">
<omgdi:waypoint x="126.0" y="193.0"/>
<omgdi:waypoint x="171.0" y="193.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_2" id="SequenceFlow_2_gui">
<omgdi:waypoint x="271.0" y="193.0"/>
<omgdi:waypoint x="316.0" y="193.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
</bpmndi:BPMNPlane>
</bpmndi:BPMNDiagram>
</bpmn:definitions>
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MID to Trisotech
The ‘bpmn2’ file for import into Trisotech is attached below:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<bpmn:definitions xmlns:bpmn="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL"
targetNamespace="http://www.trisotech.com/definitions/_1306777007723"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:di="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DI"
xmlns:bpmndi="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/DI"
xmlns:dc="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DC"
xmlns:semantic="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL">
<bpmn:process isExecutable="false" id="_1186878f-ae17-ea5b-be76-f0ea9afe3409">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:userTask isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1" name="Task 1" id="_d1c3a8efc133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:incoming>_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393f-a2bfc8f5d6ff</bpmn:incoming>
<bpmn:outgoing>_22f36996-53e4-a777-4acd-abe6c02e1849</bpmn:outgoing>
</bpmn:userTask>
<bpmn:endEvent name="end" id="_4d27c081-87c7-635c-b5e8-c68608efae9a">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:incoming>_22f36996-53e4-a777-4acd-abe6c02e1849</bpmn:incoming>
</bpmn:endEvent>
<bpmn:startEvent name="start" id="_a709a01c-944a-e0d7-11ca-5770898f7fde">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
<bpmn:outgoing>_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393f-a2bfc8f5d6ff</bpmn:outgoing>
</bpmn:startEvent>
<bpmn:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_d1c3a8ef-c133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54"
targetRef="_4d27c081-87c7-635c-b5e8-c68608efae9a" name="" id="_22f36996-53e4-a7774acd-abe6c02e1849">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
</bpmn:sequenceFlow>
<bpmn:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_a709a01c-944a-e0d7-11ca-5770898f7fde"
targetRef="_d1c3a8ef-c133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54" name="" id="_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393fa2bfc8f5d6ff">
<bpmn:documentation>... still needs to be filled out ...</bpmn:documentation>
</bpmn:sequenceFlow>
</bpmn:process>
<!-- The following diagram interchange tag has been added to be able to export the process
model from MID Innovator and import it into Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio -->
<bpmndi:BPMNDiagram documentation="" id="_1186878f-ae17-ea5b-be76-f0ea9afe3409"
name="TestDemo" resolution="96.00000267028808">
<bpmndi:BPMNPlane bpmnElement="_1186878f-ae17-ea5b-be76-f0ea9afe3409">
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_a709a01c-944a-e0d7-11ca-5770898f7fde"
id="S1306777007851___a709a01c-944a-e0d7-11ca-5770898f7fde">
<dc:Bounds height="30.0" width="30.0" x="270.0" y="300.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_d1c3a8ef-c133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54"
id="S1306777007852___d1c3a8ef-c133-4fe4-1f0e-140da969bf54">
<dc:Bounds height="68.0" width="83.0" x="336.0" y="281.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
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</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_4d27c081-87c7-635c-b5e8-c68608efae9a"
id="S1306777007853___4d27c081-87c7-635c-b5e8-c68608efae9a">
<dc:Bounds height="32.0" width="32.0" x="455.0" y="299.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_22f36996-53e4-a777-4acd-abe6c02e1849"
id="E1306777007855___22f36996-53e4-a777-4acd-abe6c02e1849">
<di:waypoint x="419.0" y="315.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="437.0" y="315.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="455.0" y="315.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393f-a2bfc8f5d6ff"
id="E1306777007856___a1f4a7e0-b986-729b-393f-a2bfc8f5d6ff">
<di:waypoint x="300.0" y="315.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="318.0" y="315.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="336.0" y="315.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
</bpmndi:BPMNPlane>
</bpmndi:BPMNDiagram>
</bpmn:definitions>
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Activiti to Trisotech
The ‘bpmn2’ file snippets with Trisotech compatible tags added to Activiti
generated XML files for import into Trisotech are attached below. The XML tags
were replaced or sometimes edited only for particular BPMN 2.0 elements. The
elements followed by the corresponding file snippets are listed as follows:
·

Lanes

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<process … >
<!-- The following tag for a lane set has been added for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN
2.0 Modeler for Visio. -->
<laneSet id="lsPool_1">
<lane name="Lane 1" id="Lane_1">
<flowNodeRef>Start_3</flowNodeRef>
<flowNodeRef>Task_1_3</flowNodeRef>
</lane>
<lane name="Lane 2" id="Lane_2">
<flowNodeRef>Task_2_3</flowNodeRef>
<flowNodeRef>End_3</flowNodeRef>
</lane>
</laneSet>
…
</process>
…
</definitions>

·

Artifacts (data object, association, and text annotation)

Data object
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<process … >
…
<!-- The following data object reference has been added for compatibility with Trisotech
BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio. -->
<dataObjectReference dataObjectRef="Data_1_3" name="Data 1" id="_480005-400145"/>
<association associationDirection="None" id="sid-6A413008-44EC-4A50-8E081D934D787852" sourceRef="_480005-400145" targetRef="Flow_2"/>
</process>
<collaboration id="sid-3f26b5ce-b834-40d4-9c9f-a2f448f00b42">
<participant id="Pool_1" name="Pool 1" processRef="sid-c0075396-aff3-44e5-8b446affb29e15a9">
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<documentation id="sid-d92ee105-0e7f-4fa0-901a-8af3a7496146">Original ID: "sidEB9ECBB2-BBBC-4652-8215-45B776A092AD"</documentation>
<extensionElements>
</extensionElements>
</participant>
</collaboration>
<bpmndi:BPMNDiagram id="sid-4d2df077-33c1-4e73-a54b-1c11bdbbc62f">
<bpmndi:BPMNPlane bpmnElement="Simple-Lane-Data" id="sid-39fa191f-a6c6-442d-ac803dd7791c7ba9">
…
<!-- Interchange information has been updated with respect to the previously defined data
object reference for compatibility. -->
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_480005-400145" id="S1306872649683__480005400145">
<omgdc:Bounds height="97.0" width="88.0" x="585.0" y="225.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
…
</bpmndi:BPMNPlane>
</bpmndi:BPMNDiagram>
</definitions>

Association
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<process … >
…
<!-- The following tag has been edited for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio. The ‘name’ attribute has been removed from the tag i.e. <association ... name="" ... >. -->
<association associationDirection="One" id="sid-7F1605DC-8265-42B7-94301B8E5E035CDC" sourceRef="IntermediateCompensationEventCatching_2"
targetRef="Undo_charge_2"/>
…
</process>
…
</definitions>

Text annotation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<process … >
…
<!-- The following tag has been edited for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio. The ‘name’ attribute has been removed from the tag i.e. <textAnnotation ... name="" ... >. ->
<textAnnotation id="TextAnnotation" textFormat="text/plain">
<documentation id="sid-7a5af13d-ae22-4d9d-9f82-1fb96a7f7bde">Original Name: ""
Original ID: "sid-D5E4BEE3-A740-43B0-A5F0-9556F922A695"</documentation>
<text>Whichever completes first</text>
</textAnnotation>
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</process>
…
</definitions>

·

Events (message and compensation)

Message
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<process … >
…
<dataStore capacity="0" id="sid-a4f7997d-f94c-4212-87f6-6db3b08ce1b6" isUnlimited="false"
name="Customer Profile"/>
<!-- The following message tag has been added for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0
Modeler for Visio. -->
<message id="_1306895318598"/>
<process id="Standard_Process" isExecutable="false" name="Standard_Process">
</process>
<process id="sid-84f065d7-56c1-4241-b400-ab446bf7a783" isExecutable="false"
name="Standard Process Pool">
<!-- If the event is non-interrupting, add the ‘isInterrupting’ attribute to the following tag for
compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio i.e. <startEvent
id="StartMessageEvent_3" isInterrupting="false" name="StartMessageEvent">. -->
<startEvent id="StartMessageEvent_3" name="StartMessageEvent">
<documentation id="sid-4c118687-7344-42c8-bff8-9f6764481183">Original Name: ""
Original ID: "sid-2910AE8D-ADF0-4296-AC15-93018C133295"</documentation>
<extensionElements>
</extensionElements>
<outgoing>SequenceFlow_26</outgoing>
<!-- The following ‘messageEventDefinition’ tag has been added for compatibility with
Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio. -->
<messageEventDefinition messageRef="_1306895318598"/>
</startEvent>
…
</process>
…
</definitions>

Compensation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<process … >
…
<!-- The following ‘boundaryEvent’ tag has been added to specify an interrupting
compensation boundary event for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for Visio. The
original ‘intermediateCatchEvent’ tag was removed due to inappropriateness for exchange. -->
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<boundaryEvent attachedToRef="Charge_Credit_Card_2" cancelActivity="true"
parallelMultiple="false" name="" id="IntermediateCompensationEventCatching_2">
<compensateEventDefinition/>
</boundaryEvent>
…
</process>
…
</definitions>

·

Compensation task

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
…
<process … >
…
<!-- The following tag has been edited for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio. The original tag did not contain the ‘isForCompensation’ attribute as follows: <serviceTask
id="Undo_charge_2" name="Undo charge">. -->
<serviceTask id="Undo_charge_2" name="Undo charge" isForCompensation="true">
<documentation id="sid-3c8e5339-b441-4759-9c9e-c1d4dd9fc5d5">Original ID: "sid34E2EF17-0BC9-45EF-834A-F8A9247097DE"</documentation>
<extensionElements>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>
…
</process>
…
</definitions>

·

Sequence flows (conditional and default)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
…
<process … >
…
<!-- The following tag has been edited for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio. The original tag did not contain the ‘default' attribute for specifying a default sequence flow
out of a task as follows: <task id="Identify_Type" name="Identify Type">. -->
<task id="Identify_Type" default="SequenceFlow_14" name="Identify Type">
<documentation id="sid-1f161f99-eb77-4b0b-ba96-8da0f52d2bcf">Original ID: "sidFC06561C-7C7B-464E-AA91-E4B5F35F2F47"</documentation>
<extensionElements>
</extensionElements>
<outgoing>SequenceFlow_14</outgoing>
<outgoing>SequenceFlow_15</outgoing>
<outgoing>SequenceFlow_8</outgoing>
</task>
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…
<sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_15" name="SequenceFlow" sourceRef="Identify_Type"
targetRef="Foreign_deposit_reporting">
<documentation id="sid-43f067ab-276b-423b-8742-139d104377ee">Original Name: ""
Original ID: "sid-28A5B02A-0960-4664-BFE6-E5FCD714468F"</documentation>
<!-- The following tag has been added to specify the sequence flow to be a conditional
sequence flow out of the corresponding task for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler
for Visio. -->
<conditionExpression/>
</sequenceFlow>
</process>
…
</definitions>

·

Call activity

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions … >
<!-- The following tag has been edited for compatibility with Trisotech BPMN 2.0 Modeler for
Visio. The startEvent, endEvent, and userTask tags corresponding to the elements contained in
the call activity have been added. -->
<process id="Call_Activity" name="Call Activity" isExecutable="false">
<startEvent name="Start" id="Start_2">
<outgoing>Flow_1</outgoing>
</startEvent>
<endEvent name="End" id="End_2">
<incoming>Flow_2</incoming>
</endEvent>
<userTask implementation="##WebService" completionQuantity="1"
isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1" name="Task 1" id="Task_1_2">
<incoming>Flow_1</incoming>
<outgoing>Flow_2</outgoing>
</userTask>
<sequenceFlow id="Flow_1" name="Flow 1" sourceRef="Start_2" targetRef="Task_1_2">
<documentation id="sid-843a0fe7-172a-4864-b8ce-176a0ebd9e99">Original ID: "sid8F3A68EC-84C1-4B0F-A3B0-A3693FD3BC12"</documentation>
</sequenceFlow>
<sequenceFlow id="Flow_2" name="Flow 2" sourceRef="Task_1_2" targetRef="End_2">
<documentation id="sid-cf725114-bc75-430b-a3d1-bbc518d709ec">Original ID: "sidCE80FF5F-F334-4F6D-8AA2-EC5F6526B5C1"</documentation>
</sequenceFlow>
</process>
<process name="Complete-CallAct" id="Complete-CallAct" isExecutable="false">
<callActivity id="Call_Activity" name="Call Activity">
<documentation id="sid-d7f2f5b2-08a3-4dc5-9cda-6bbc23af80a3">Original ID: "sid7B945601-1517-4F09-9F4C-50EA12BBE013"</documentation>
<extensionElements>
</extensionElements>
<incoming>SequenceFlow_2</incoming>
<outgoing>SequenceFlow</outgoing>
</callActivity>
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…
</process>
<bpmndi:BPMNDiagram id="sid-f21a0123-d496-47bd-8cc6-eea6f8c1c528">
<bpmndi:BPMNPlane bpmnElement="Complete-CallAct" id="sid-31d96d4d-ea95-410a-9ac0fe2a2dc76412">
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="Call_Activity" id="Call_Activity_gui"
isExpanded="true">
<omgdc:Bounds height="197.0" width="367.0" x="180.0" y="60.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<!-- The following interchange tag has been added corresponding to the previously defined
task contained in the call activity. -->
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="Task_1_2" id="Task_1_2_gui">
<omgdc:Bounds height="60.0" width="60.0" x="304.0" y="125.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
…
<!-- The following interchange tag has been added corresponding to the previously defined
start event contained in the call activity. -->
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="Start_2" id="Start_2_gui">
<omgdc:Bounds height="30.0" width="30.0" x="220.0" y="133.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
…
<!-- The following interchange tag has been added corresponding to the previously defined
end event contained in the call activity. -->
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="End_2" id="End_2_gui">
<omgdc:Bounds height="28.0" width="28.0" x="442.0" y="128.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
…
</bpmndi:BPMNPlane>
</bpmndi:BPMNDiagram>
</definitions>
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Trisotech to Activiti
The ‘bpmn20.xml’ file for import into Activiti is attached below:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes"?>
<semantic:definitions id="_1306795239973"
targetNamespace="http://www.trisotech.com/definitions/_1306795239973"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:di="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DI"
xmlns:bpmndi="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/DI"
xmlns:dc="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DC"
xmlns:semantic="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL">
<semantic:process isExecutable="false" name="Simple" id="_6">
<semantic:startEvent name="Start 1" id="_6-75625">
<semantic:outgoing>_6-198576</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:startEvent>
<semantic:endEvent name="End 1" id="_6-114398">
<semantic:incoming>_6-562162</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:incoming>_6-914947</semantic:incoming>
</semantic:endEvent>
<semantic:serviceTask implementation="##WebService" completionQuantity="1"
isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1" name="Task 1" id="_6-159322">
<semantic:incoming>_6-198576</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-262811</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:serviceTask>
<semantic:exclusiveGateway gatewayDirection="Unspecified" name="" id="_6-226671">
<semantic:incoming>_6-262811</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-345528</semantic:outgoing>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-412693</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:exclusiveGateway>
<semantic:subProcess triggeredByEvent="false" completionQuantity="1"
isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1" name="Sub-process 1" id="_6-280763">
<semantic:incoming>_6-345528</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-562162</semantic:outgoing>
<semantic:startEvent name="Start 2" id="_6-464839">
<semantic:outgoing>_6-549713</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:startEvent>
<semantic:parallelGateway gatewayDirection="Unspecified" name="" id="_6-503525">
<semantic:incoming>_6-549713</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-683532</semantic:outgoing>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-732820</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:parallelGateway>
<semantic:userTask implementation="##WebService" completionQuantity="1"
isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1" name="Task 2" id="_6-639490">
<semantic:incoming>_6-683532</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-816514</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:userTask>
<semantic:manualTask completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"
startQuantity="1" name="Task 3" id="_6-641066">
<semantic:incoming>_6-732820</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-871798</semantic:outgoing>
</semantic:manualTask>
<semantic:endEvent name="End 2" id="_6-782871">
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<semantic:incoming>_6-816514</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:incoming>_6-871798</semantic:incoming>
</semantic:endEvent>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-464839" targetRef="_6-503525" name=""
id="_6-549713"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-503525" targetRef="_6-639490" name=""
id="_6-683532"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-503525" targetRef="_6-641066" name=""
id="_6-732820"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-639490" targetRef="_6-782871" name=""
id="_6-816514"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-641066" targetRef="_6-782871" name=""
id="_6-871798"/>
</semantic:subProcess>
<semantic:scriptTask completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" startQuantity="1"
name="Task 4" id="_6-383091">
<semantic:incoming>_6-412693</semantic:incoming>
<semantic:outgoing>_6-914947</semantic:outgoing>
<semantic:script/>
</semantic:scriptTask>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-75625" targetRef="_6-159322" name="" id="_6198576"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-159322" targetRef="_6-226671" name="" id="_6262811"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-226671" targetRef="_6-280763" name="" id="_6345528"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-226671" targetRef="_6-383091" name="" id="_6412693"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-280763" targetRef="_6-114398" name="" id="_6562162"/>
<semantic:sequenceFlow sourceRef="_6-383091" targetRef="_6-114398" name="" id="_6914947"/>
</semantic:process>
<bpmndi:BPMNDiagram documentation="" id="Trisotech.Visio-_6" name="Simple"
resolution="96.00000267028808">
<bpmndi:BPMNPlane bpmnElement="_6">
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-75625" id="S1306795240192__6-75625">
<dc:Bounds height="30.0" width="30.0" x="153.0" y="333.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-114398" id="S1306795240193__6-114398">
<dc:Bounds height="32.0" width="32.0" x="800.0" y="336.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-159322" id="S1306795240194__6-159322">
<dc:Bounds height="68.0" width="83.0" x="219.0" y="314.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-226671" isMarkerVisible="true"
id="S1306795240195__6-226671">
<dc:Bounds height="42.0" width="42.0" x="338.0" y="327.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
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<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-280763" isExpanded="true"
id="S1306795240196__6-280763">
<dc:Bounds height="184.0" width="409.0" x="396.0" y="116.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-464839" id="S1306795240197__6-464839">
<dc:Bounds height="30.0" width="30.0" x="408.0" y="185.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-503525" id="S1306795240198__6-503525">
<dc:Bounds height="42.0" width="42.0" x="492.0" y="179.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-639490" id="S1306795240199__6-639490">
<dc:Bounds height="68.0" width="83.0" x="576.0" y="132.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-641066" id="S1306795240200__6-641066">
<dc:Bounds height="68.0" width="83.0" x="576.0" y="216.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-782871" id="S1306795240201__6-782871">
<dc:Bounds height="32.0" width="32.0" x="720.0" y="180.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="_6-383091" id="S1306795240202__6-383091">
<dc:Bounds height="68.0" width="83.0" x="420.0" y="408.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-732820" id="E1306795240204__6-732820">
<di:waypoint x="513.0" y="221.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="513.0" y="252.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="576.0" y="252.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-562162" id="E1306795240205__6-562162">
<di:waypoint x="805.0" y="204.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="817.0" y="204.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="816.0" y="336.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-914947" id="E1306795240206__6-914947">
<di:waypoint x="503.0" y="422.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="816.0" y="422.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="816.0" y="368.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-412693" id="E1306795240207__6-412693">
<di:waypoint x="359.0" y="369.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="359.0" y="422.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="420.0" y="422.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-816514" id="E1306795240208__6-816514">
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<di:waypoint x="659.0" y="155.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="736.0" y="155.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="736.0" y="180.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-683532" id="E1306795240209__6-683532">
<di:waypoint x="513.0" y="179.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="513.0" y="167.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="576.0" y="166.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-549713" id="E1306795240210__6-549713">
<di:waypoint x="438.0" y="200.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="492.0" y="200.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-198576" id="E1306795240211__6-198576">
<di:waypoint x="183.0" y="348.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="201.0" y="348.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="219.0" y="348.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-871798" id="E1306795240212__6-871798">
<di:waypoint x="659.0" y="250.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="736.0" y="250.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="736.0" y="212.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-345528" id="E1306795240213__6-345528">
<di:waypoint x="359.0" y="327.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="359.0" y="208.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="396.0" y="208.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
<bpmndi:BPMNEdge bpmnElement="_6-262811" id="E1306795240214__6-262811">
<di:waypoint x="302.0" y="348.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="320.0" y="348.0"/>
<di:waypoint x="338.0" y="348.0"/>
<bpmndi:BPMNLabel/>
</bpmndi:BPMNEdge>
</bpmndi:BPMNPlane>
</bpmndi:BPMNDiagram>
</semantic:definitions>

